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A UNIT O1 ATOMIC 1ERGY FOR INCLUSION 
IN EXISTING HIGH SCHOOL COURSES 

mThODUCT ION 

General Conaiderations 

In the early part of the year 1945, the United State& 

Was still engaged in the war with Japan. High echool pu-. 

pils were moat Interested in calls from the select1e 

aervice. Teacher8 of cbemitry, phyac, and other soi- 

ence courses were constantly ben; questioned about high 

explosives, polaonous gases, jet propulsion, aerial wax'-. 

fare, bombs, rockets, and the mechanics of modern war. 

The press told of the battles fought, the heroes made, and 

the lone casualty lista resultini., from the war. Most of 

the popular maazinea were filled with articles on the 

modern tools and methods of warfare. 

Then suddenly a blinding flash, a towering column of 

smoke and dust, and much of this was changed. The first 

atomic bomb had been dropped on Hiroshima. A few days 

later the second atomic bomb was released over Nagasaki, 

and in a few days the war was over. 

This abrupt change in the method of mass destruction 

was followed by a like change in the contents of the popu- 

lar press. Editora who had little or no lmowledge of 
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atomic structure or nuclear physics were suddenly called 

upon to explain one of' the most technical problems of 

modern times. The mori who had actually built the bomb 

were not available for coimients at that time. The editors, 

therefore, turned to the nearest persons who had studied 

science for an explanation, with the result that a groat 

deal of confusion ensued. Claims and counterclaims were 

made. One authority was of the opinion that atomic bombs 

would split the earth. Another said that the regions where 

the bombs had been dropped would not he suitable for human 

habitation for a thousand yoars. Fantastic claims and 

actual facts became so confused that one did not know what 

to believe. 
This great chance in the reading habits of the Amori- 

can people is illustrated by a study of the "Reader's 

Guide to Periodical Literature." In the ten years from 

1935 through 1944, there were listed only 174 articles 

that were concerned with the atom or atomic power, and 

most of these were about Lawrence's cyclotron, Van de 

Craaff's generator, and other spectacular machines that 

excited the imagination of the readers. As a result of 

the war, only nine such articles were listed in 1942, six 

in 1943, and five in 1944. The bomb h8V±r1L: been dropped 

and the war having ended, the latter half of 1945 alone 

found 311 articles appearing under the heading "Atom." 
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Ey 1946, this headin had boon broken down into a number 

of subtopics, but there wore still 236 items listed under 

"The Atom." 

in etudyin, these fir tires, one should remember that 

they do not include the many articles that appeared in the 

technical journals, but rather those appearing in maga- 

zines available to the general public, especially to hih 
school pupils t?arough their school libraries. Likewise, 

the many thousands of items to be found in the newspapers 

were not included. The students read and discussed many 

of these articles with their stranpe mixture of fact and 

fiction until they bocamo thorouh1y confused. 

It is this feeling of uncertainty on the part of the 

pupils that has formed the basis for the following study, 

for as Noycs points out, "-- it is the student generation 

of today that must develop its life within the framework 

of the atomic age." (50 :344) 

Ho ,oes on to say, 

In the present situation it appears to me 
that wo science teachers, and especially teachers 
of physics and ch emistry, have a golden oppor- 
tunity and a special duty to arouse the interest 
of our students in some of the many problems 
arising from the development of the atomic bomb. 
The general nature and theory of the bomb itself 
is a fascinating subject that should be discussed 
in any course in general physics, 

A unit of work such as the f o1lowin; is, therefore, 

a necessary part of any hih school chemistry or physics 



course, but the authors of the newer textbooks have etther 

rie1eøted the subject entirely, or have presented only 

very meager tnformation on atomic energy. This paper i 

written to aid the students and teachers in becoming more 

familiar with the true nature of atomic energy and to give 

them sonie basis for Judging current literature on the sub. 

jeot. Reference iraterial for teachers is also included. 

In presentin;, a unit of work on atomic energy to high 

school pupils, it is necesiary to speak In terms that can 

be understood by pupils having a wide range of ability. 

There is always the danger, therefore, that some of the 

pupils will misinterpret the facts and assume that they 

can learn ¡U about atomic energy in two or three weeks. 

It should be pointed out to aU of the pupils that the 

work covered in the unit is only a very brief outline of 

a very intricate subject. The unit does not and cannot 

answer all of the questions that will arise diu'in a d1s 

cussion of atomic energy in the classroom, but it should 

arouse the interest of the more talented students, and 

uide them to a further study of nuclear physics. 

Where to Include the Unit 

The study of atomic energy could beat be included as 

a unit of work in the latter part of the high school 

physics or chemistry course. It could wefl be an 
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oxpansion of the urit on the radioactive elements that is 

included at present in most physics and chemistry text- 

booka. This opinion is justified on the basis that iiiuch 

of the work of the radioactive elements is rapidly being 

replaced by artificially produced radioactive materials 

that are moro effective than the natural ones and by x-ray 

machines. Furthermore, there is very little reference to 

the natural radioactive elements in the current liter- 

ature, and most of the pupils have no interest in them as 

radioactivo elements. For example, uranium is an element 

with which most of the pupils are somewhat familiar from 

reading the popular magazines, but few of them regard it 

as a radioactive element. Instead, it is to them the 

"stuff" from which atomic bombs aro made. 

Material Presented 

It is assumed that high school pupils who are corn- 

pletin a course in chemistry or physics will be familiar 

with the general structure of the atom. Enough material 

on this subject is included to refresh their memory, and 

references are listed for those who need further study on 

atomic structure. A more detailed discussion of the 

atomic nucleus is presented, and the subject of isotopes 

is introduced. 

A very brief study of the radioactive olement is 



presented to indicato one method of the release of nuclear 

energy in nature. The alpha, beta, and garrnna rays are 

defined, and their importance in atomic transformations is 

illustrated. The artificial production of radioactive 

isotopes is introduced to the pupils, and discussed to 

some extent. 

Also included is a section concerned with the machines 

and instruments used to study the atom. While these de- 

vices have not resulted directly in the rebaso of large 

quantities of atomic energy by fission, they have played 

an important part in the development and study of atomic 

energy. An understanding of these machines is essential 

to any modern study of the atom. 

The mass-energy concept is introduced. 

equation for the equivalence of mass and energy is dis- 

cussed briefly, and the conversion of hydrogen to helium 

in the sun is used to illustrate the validity of the 

equation. Other illustrations are also given to show 

that mass may be converted to energy or energy may be made 

to appear as mass. 

The chain reaction and atomic fission are studied as 

possible sources of useful energy. The bombardment of 

uranium with neutrons is explained, and the correlation 

between the amount of material that is used up in the re- 

action and the energy that is produced is pointed out. A 



comparison is made between the energy releaaed by atomic 

fission and the energy of a ciemiea1 reaction. 

The separation of the isotopes of uranIum was an Im- 

portant stop in the controlled release of atomic energy. 

A discussion of the chief methods used to accomplish this 

separation is, therefore, presented, and the difficulties 

that wore encountered in developing these processes aro 

illustrated. 

The operation of the atomic pile is explained In 

simple terms along with the need for shielding and other 

problems that arose In the development of the pilo. The 

pile la discussed not only as a source of plutonium but 

also as a possible means of generating heat and electric- 

Ity. The limitations in the uso of the pile aro shown, 

and the applications of the by-products in ìedicine ai 

industrIal research are Illustrated. 

A section on the possible ecnatction and the uso of 

atomic bombs in warfare Is presented. The results of the 

atomic bomb tests are interpreted and the possible strat- 

egy of atomic warfare Is briefly explained. Only enough 

of this material Is included to make the pupil aware of 

the need for the control of atomic energy. The unit does 

not describe In detail the different plane for atomic con- 

trol, but It does introduce the Baruch plan as being the 

one most likely to be effective of those proposed thus far. 



Since most of the pupils who register for a course 

in chemistry or physics in high school have no vocational 

ambitions in those fields, it is felt that the materials 

presented should be understandable rather than highly 

mathematical. Wherever possible, the theory behind the 

development has been treated lightly, and the detailed 

study of these theories left to the more intelligent sth- 

dents and the teacher. 

From a survey of current literature on the subject, 

it was found that there were several false and pernicious 

ideas about atomic energy and the atomic bomb. The false 

opinion that was expressed most often was that the United 

States alone has the 'secret' of atomic energy. Material 

is included in the study that makes it clear that there 

aro no secro$ about the scientific facts, and only a few 

secrets about the apparatus, techniques, and industrial 

methods used in the development of the atomic bomb. An 

other falso belief is that the United States is the only 

nation with the technical ability, raw matoria and in- 

dustrial strength to develop atomic energy. Other equally 

pernicious beliefs are that some defense will soon be found 

against atomic warfare and that the bcb is not as de- 

stuctive as the scientists would have ono beliove. As 

much material is included in the report as is needed to 

show the fallacy of each of these erroneous ideas without 



making the roport morbid. 

TJsefu1nos to the high school pupil also served to 

detormine the materials included. A survey of the popular 

press and newspapers indicated that many of the articles 

assumed a previous knowledge of' the reader of such things 

as the atomic pile, isotopes, radioactivity, radioactive 

poisons, and other points concerned with the development 

of atomic ener. For example, many of the articles on 

legislative measures for atomic ener control also assume 

that the reader has such a background. These articles are 

not easily understood by people who lack this foundation. 

Other topics that deserve to be included have value 

mainly as cenerai information; for oxainple, the Wilson 

cloud chamber and the Van de Graaf f generator are of con- 

siderable scientific interest and add to the continuity of 

the story of the development of atomic enerí even though 

they are not directly concerned with ita release. 

An annotated bibliography of books and magazine arti- 

cies that will be of use to both the student and teacher 

is included. Most of those articles have appeared in ten 

of the magazInes usually found in high school and public 

libraries, and the books have been selected because of the 

simple fashion in which they present the various phases of 

the study of atomic energy. Care should be exercised in 

the use of the articles lIsted hero because some of the 
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moro fantastIc itens have been iuc)uded to aid the pupil 

in developing discDirnination as to what to believe, 
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CHAPTER II 

THE DIVELOPNENT OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

The Composition of Matter 

All of the material of which the earth is composed 

is made up of the ninety-two stable elements. These basic 

elements, such as lead, copper, or mercury, cannot be 

broken down into other substances by chemical moans. Any 

material that can be decomposed by chemical means is a 

compound consisting of molecules, and is made up of atoms 

of two or more elements. Of these elements, hydrogen is 

the liiteat, and uranium is the heaviest. 

The individual atoms of an element are exceedingly 

small, so small, in fact, that it is difficult to imagine 

their size. Some approximate idea of the size of an atom 

can be obtained as follows. By measuring the radius of a 

soap bubble, the area of its surface can be calculated. 

After bursting the bubble, Its weight is accurately de- 

terminod, and from these data, the thicbtess of the film 

that formed the bubble is calculated. F'om auch data, it 

has been determined that the films of soap bubbles are 

sometimes loss than one-millionth of a centimeter thick. 

Since the bubble nnist consist of at least one layer of 

soap molecules, these molecules must have a diameter 
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smaller than one-millionth of a centimeter. Each soap 

molecule is made up of several atoms, therefore, the atoms 

are even smaller than one-millionth of a centimeter in 

diameter. (46:136) 

Since the atoms are so very small, their weights are 

also mInuto. Any weighable amount of an element must con- 

tain a large number of atoms. One am atomic weight of 

any element contains a number of atoms that can be repre- 

sonted by a six followed by twenty-three zeros, or as it 
is more often written, 6 X io23. For hydrogen, the 

lightest of the elements, this vast number of atoms could 

be placed in a cubic box slightly smaller than nine inches 

on a sido. It is also estimated that a sinç1e gram of 

gold, a speck of material s1i;htly lar:er than the head of 

a pin, contains a number cl' atoms that is represented by a 

threo followed by twenty-one zeros (3 X 1021). This is 
about three thousand billion billion atoms in a single 

jram of material. (46:137) 

Atoms in turn can be divided into electrically charged 

particles. These positive and negative particles must 

play an important role in the structure of the atom. On 

the other hand, ordinary matter is nonelectric, and like- 

wise atoms normally have no electric charge. These con- 

ditions are possible only if the atoms contain equal num- 

bers of positively and negatively charged particles. 
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In exp1ainin the compo3ltion of the atom, an imder- 

standing of electric charge is therefore necessary. There 

18 a basic unit of electric charte 'that can never be de-. 

crea8od. It Is an indivisible unit, and any electric 

charge is a whole multiple of it. This unit may exi$t as 

either a positive or negative charco. If it le positive, 

the charge cannot exist with a smaller mass than the mass 

of the 1ihtest element, hydrogen (excopt in a very special. 

case, the positron). This positivo unit of charge is 

called the proton. When the mass is negative, the smal- 

lest unit occurring has only one eihteon-hundredth of the 

mass of an atom of hydrogen. The negatively charged unit 

is called an electron and has a radius about fifty thou- 

sand times smaller than the radius of the hydrogen atom. 

The atom itself is not only small and 1i. :ht, it is 

also nearly empty. In its center there is a tiny, heavy 

particle that has a positive charge. This particle, the 

atomic nucleus, is about ten thousand times smaller than 

the atom, but in it is concentrated almost the entire mase 

of the atom. Around the nucleus move as many negative 

electrons as the nucleus contains positive charges. From 

these facts it can be seen that only a small portion, 

actually only about one-million millionth, of the total 
volume of the atom is occupied by the nucleus and the sur- 

rounding eleetrcns. The rest of the atom is empty 
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space. (32:3) 

As an Illustration, once may conicer an atnn of the 

element uraniurn. Phis Is the hav1est of the naturally 

ocourrng elemntz, therefore, it atorn wou1 be th 

heavlMat of the atoms that occuz in ntturc. If one of 

theße atn were 1e.red a thouaand million ttin.e, lt 

woula be out a foot In diameter. If Its weight we'e in 

creasea in th sm proportion a its volume, tho aton 

would weigh tbout a thousand pourds. Th it center, there 

would be a kernel about the 1ze or a 'ain of sand. Thts 

i3 the nucleus. The part of the atom outside the nucleus 

consistz of electrons. In the case or uranlua, there are 

ninot-two and, on the scale of iaificatton u8ed, the 

total we1ht of the electrons would be about a quarter of 

a pound. AU of the rest of the thousand-pound naas would 

be in the naleus. In other word8, the maiified kernel, 

about the size of a small grain of sand, would weigh over 

nine hundred and ninety-two pounds. A thimble full of 

uranium nuclei would welpi thousands of tons. (4:65) 

AtoIn8 differ from each other in the number of elso- 

trona eurounding the nucleus and in the equal number of 

protons within the nucleus. The number of posItive unit 

chares in the nucleus Is equal to the number that denotes 

the position of the element in the periodic table and te 

called the element's atomic number, for example, the 



1iitest element, hydrogen, occupies flrat place in the 

table ar is composed of a single positivo charge with one 

electron circling about it. Helium, in second place, has 

a nucleus with a positive charge of two and two electrons 

moving around it, in the same way, each of tb aie lei of 

the elements has a positive charge that is one unit greater 

than the central charge of the preceding elemente and sur- 

rounding electrons equal in number to the number of 

charges on the nucleus. 

If the nuclei of the atoms were built only of protons, 

the weight of the atoms would be equal to the number of 

protons they contained. Actually, in most casos, the 

atomic wethts are much larger; for example, an atom of 

oxygen, with the atomic number eit, has eight protons, 

and ita atomic weight is sixteen. This would indicate 

that in addition to protons, the nuclei of most atoms must 

also contain other elementary particles. These would con- 

tribute to the weight of the atom, but would not alter the 

electric charge. These particles, being electrically 

neutral, are called neutrons. The mass of the neutron has 

proved to be almost exactly equal to the mass of the hy- 

drogen atom. The number of neutrons present in the nu- 

cleus is, therefore, equal to the difference between the 

atomic weiht of the element and the number of protons it 

contains as indicated by its place in the periodic table. 
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Since the oxygen atom has an atomic weight of' sixteen and 

an atomic nuxiber ei:ht, it wo'i1d have eight neutrons in 

its nucleus. 

The chemical properties of an element are determined 

by the number of electrons that revolve around the nu- 

clous. The electrons determine the compounds that the 

elements can fors and the physical and chemical nature 

of all substance. In particular, the number of electrons 

in a neutral atom determines what element it is, but not 

all atoms of a given element are all alike. They may dif- 

fer in atomic weight, but not in atomic number. This dif- 

feronce in atomic weight is explained by the presence of' 

different numbers of neutrons in the nucleus. Such nuclei 

aro called isotopes. From the fact that only a few iso- 

topes for each element exist in nature, it is evident that 

the ratio of protons to neutrons cannot be changed arbi- 

trarily. In all of the ninety-two elements, there are two 

hundred ninety stable Isotopes, which is also the number 

of different kinds of atoms that occur in nature. Two 

substances whose isotopes are very important are hydrogen 

and uranium. The atomic weihta of the isotopes of hydro- 

gen are approximately I and 2, and those of uranium are 

234, 235, and 238. The isotope of hydrogen having the 

atomic weight of about i is the common form of the element. 

It consists of a single proton and an electron. For the 
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isotope of atomic weight 2, the nucleus contains a proton 

and a neutron with a sin1e electron revolving about the 

nucleus. 

It is believed that the protons, neutrons, arid alec- 

trons are the ultimate unIts of all matter. The atom, 

then, is not an elemental particle, but a complex struc- 

ture, and, as such, is subject to further division. (34: 

15) 

Nuclear Tranaformat ions 

The amount of energy stored in the nucleus of the 

atom is millions of times &;reater than that obtained by 

known chemical processes. Chemical reactions affect only 

the electrons in the outer shell of the atom. When two 

atome of.' hydrogen combine with one atom of oxygen to form 

a o1ecu1e of water, the nuclei of the atoms remain un- 

changed, Only the arrangement of the outside electrons Is 

changed. All efforts to alter the composition of the nu- 

clous by chemical or ordinary physical means have been 

useless. 

The transformation of one element into another re- 

qutree a change In the atomic nucleus. In atoms of the 

greatest atomic weigbt euch as radium and uranium, a oon 

dition of limited stability exists. The elements of this 

:roup break down spontaneously, giving rise to the 



phenomena known as radioactivity, that is, with the prop 

erty of emitting raya. It ba been demonstrated that these 

rays are of three kinds which aro designated by the first 

three letters of the Greek alphabet; alpha1 beta, and garn- 

. Further research has demonstrated that only the gs 

radiations are true rays similar to x-raya. The alp* a 

beta rays were shown to be particles of matter flying out 

of the nuclei of radioactive elements at terrific speeds, 

giving them some of the characteristics of rays. (46: 

137) 

The alpha particles are identical with the nucleus 

of the helium atom; that is, they are composed of two pro- 

tons and two neutrons, which would &ive them a double 

positive charge. Since the nucleus of the ori;inal ele- 

ment is also composed of protons and neutrons, it is as- 

aumed that two of each unite to form the alpha particle. 

oup*i energy is released when this particle breaks away 

from the radioactive element to give it the speed noces- 

sary to appear as a ray. later, this particle loses ita 

speed, picks up two electrons from the surrounding air, 

and becomes a helium atom. 

Beta particles have been demonstrated to be high speed 

electrons. These electrons are ejected from the nucleus 

of the atom, but the nucleus was described previously as 

being made up only of protons and neutrons. The ejection 
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of electrons from such a nucleus is explained by the 

theory that during the enerL,y chan.. ,e that takes place in 

the nucleus of a radioactive atom, lt is possible for a 

neutron to he converted into a proton. ben a neutron is 

chanted to a proton, an electron is created and thrown out 

from the nucleus with a speed nearly equal to that of 

liht. 
Since particles have been ejected from the nucleus 

in this process, it Is evident that a different element 

must be formed. If an atom omits an alpha particle, the 

atom becomes an element with an atomic number lower by 

two and an atomic weit lower by four than the original. 

element. The emission of a beta particle leaves the mass 

of the atom unchanged, but increases the atomic number by 

one. In some cases, :a1mna rays are also iven off with 

these particles, but affect neither the atomic weight nor 

the position of the element in the atomic table. Often 

the nucleus that remains is also unstable and underToes 

further disintegration. 
As a specific example, consider radium which has an 

atomic number 38 and an atomic weisht 226. This metal 

releases an alpha particle to become the gas, radon, with 

the atomic number 36 and having a wei.ht of 222, Radon 

is also radioactive, and emits another alpha particle to 

become an isotope of polonium which in turn ejects still 
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another alpha particle to become a radioactive isotope of 

lead with the atomic number 82 and the atomic weicht 214. 

Instead of ejecting an alpha particle, this element emits 

a beta particle to become an isotope of element 83, bis- 

muth, having the atomic weight 214. The final product of 

the disintegration of any of the naturally occurring ra 

dioaotive elements is a stable isotope of lead. 

The amount of energy released in this process is now 

accurately known. When one gram of radium is transformed 

entirely into lead, the ener 
; 
y present in the emitted 

particles would be sufficient to raise twenty-five tons 

of water to the boiling point. This process is so slow 

that ft would require thouesndB of years to take place, 

and no method is known that will change the rate of this 

transformation. (46:142) 

The problem of the artificia. disintegration of the 

nucleus was first solved by bombarding nitrogen gas with 

alpha particles from a radium product. Occasionally a 

collision occurred, about once in a million times, between 

the alpha particles and the nitrogen nuclei. Whenever 

this happens, the two nuclei inter-react, just as two 

clashing atoms react chemically and forni chemical corn- 

pounds. In this case, the alpha particle combines with 

the nitrogen nucleus which has a positive charge oÍ 7, and 

a proton is released. This proton is ejected from the 
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atom, an the chare of the nucleus that rentains b600me3 

8. A nucleus with a charge of 8 t an oxygen nucleus, 

The oxygen produced from nitrogen Is a stable isotope 

of ordinary oxg*n, but in the case of some nuclear reac- 

tions, radioactive nuclei may 'be formed which change to 

more stable elements by the emission of rays. For ex- 

ampie, when aluminum is subjected to the action of alpha 

particles, an alurinum nucleus is occasionally hit direct- 

ly. It captures the alpha particle, at the sanie time 

splitting off a neutron which is ejectcá. Since the alpha 

particle baa 2 protons and the aluminum nucleus contains 

13 protons, the reBulting nucleus has a positive charge of 

15. Element 15 in the atomic table ii phosphorus. 

This phosphorus differs from the ordinary element in 

having fewer neutrons in the nucleus. It is a radioactive 

isotope of phosphorus which changes to silicon by a pecul- 

lar process. One of the protons in the nucleus changes to 

a neutron, and a positive electron is ejected. This posi- 

tive electron, called a positron, appears only during 

atomic disinteration. It has a mass equal to the masa of 

the rotular electron and an electric chare exactly equal 

to the charge of an electron, except that the charge is of 

the opposite sigi. The positron combines with an elec- 

tron, and both disappear, their mass being transformed 

into energy. 
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Pools for Studying the Atom 

Since atomic nuclei are bu1ltct protons and neutrons, 

it was reasonable to believe that the nuclei would react 

with these particles 1f they could be brought close enough 

together. Also there vras the possibility that alpha par- 

tides t*Ieling at higher speeds might Droduce transf or- 

matiofl* with the heavier elements, The first of those 

paz'ticles to be used was the proton. It was given a high 

velocity by falling thiough a difference of potential pro- 

vided by a series of transformers, This experiment opened 

the way for the invention of a series of machines known as 

"atom smashers.1' With those instruments, particles could 

be speeded up almost to the velocity of light, and th. 

rea]. conquest or the atom was underway. 

One of those machines, the Van de Graaff generator, 

operates on a simple principle. If a glass rod is rubbed 

with silk, an exchange of electrons takes pLaces between 

the glass rod and the silk. As a result, the glass rod 

will have a positive electrical charge on its surface, 

while the silk has a negative charge. Similarly, an elec- 

trie charge can be placed on a moving belt of silk or 

paper. Since neither will conduct a current, it is pos 

albio to drain off this charge by passing the belt over a 

collector aide of fino wire pointe. The electric charge 



The Working Principle 

of the Van de Graaff Generator 

Positive chaxes are 

sprayed on the ioving belt at 

*AI and are removed by a con- 

duetor at 'rs'. ri.tey travel to 
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the outer surface of the sphere 
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can then be conducted through wires to a snitable ator*1, 
place where large chargea may be bold. 

The machine itself consists of a large metallic sphere 

mounted on the top of an insulating column. Instead of re- 

lying upon friction to produce the electric charge, trans 

formera capable of producing as high as 20,000 volts are 

used. This charge is sprayed on to a silk belt that pas- 

ses up through the center of the insulating coluirn and is 

removed at the top by a vziro brush. The charge then 

travels through wires to the outer surface of the metal 
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sphere. Even relatively small generators having spheres 

two feet In diameter have produced potentials of 1,500,000 

volts, while lar,er spheres of polished aiwninum fifteen 

feet in diameter have served to aecuniulate potentials of 

as much as seven million volts. 

If no other provision is 1?Iadc for disoharging the 

metal :lobeS, huge sparks ny jump as far as forty feet 

from them. In atom smashing, the electrical discharge is 

not permitted to dissipate itself as sparks in the air. 

Instead, it i diacharp:ed through large vacuum tubes to 

speed up ions which are then focused on a small target 

that contains the atoms that are to be studied. (54:282- 

283) 

The operation of the cyclotron is based on the theory 

that makes use of resonance, a principle whereby an ion 

can be set in motion by small pushes and pulls applied to 

it in the proper rhythm. The whole process of accelera- 

tion is carried out in a strong magnetic field which tends 

to make the ions tiavel in circles. The most conspicuous 

part of the cyclotron is the electromagnet which generally 

weighs thousands of pounds. It is constructed with the 

pole faces only a few inches apart, making the magnetic 

f ield between the poles very intense. One of the impor- 

tant considerations 1n the operation of the ac1i1ne is for 

the magnetic field to rs*tu uniform and constant, 
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A flat circular tank of non-manetic materias. is do-. 

signed to fit between the poles of the magnet. Víithin 

this tank are two hollow metallic "Does,' so called be- 

cause they resemble the capital letter uD. Their shape 

can best be described by sayin that together they form 

the two halves of a flat plilbox that has been sawed along 

its diameter. The does are supported by insulators and 

aro connected to a source of electric current in such a 

way that a difference of potential of several thousand 

volts may be applied between them. A source of ions is 

located at the center of the does, and the whole tank Is 

evacuated. 

Tcr'ge 

The Does of a Cyclotron 

These does would be en- 
closed in an evacuated tank 
and placed between the poles 
of a huge magnet. A charged 
particle starting at the con- 
ter is alternately attracted 
by section 'A' and 'B'. lt 
travels in a spiral picking 
up speed each time it crosses 
the space between the does, 
It finally leave a the machine 
through a thin foil window 
at CI and strikes the tar- 
get. 



When the current Is turned on in both the e1octrorna- 

net and the deos, an ion start1n from the source at the 

center is accelerated by the difference in potential be- 

tween the dccc. As the Ion enters one of the does, the 

inainet1c i'ield bends the path of the ion Into a circle, 

and it heads toward the other doe. Again in traveling 

across the space between the does, the ion is accelerated. 

By proper adjustment of the transmitter that controls the 

high frequency potential, it is possible to change the 

charge on the does at the exact moment when the ion cros- 

ses the boundary line botweon thorn. The ion is speeded up 

each timo it crosses the space between the does. Since a 

rapidly moving particle is deflected less by an outside 

force than a slowly moving one, the ion would assume a 

spiral path as it picks up speed in the magnetic field. 

Particles are produced whose velocities are in excess of 

25,000 miles per second. 

When these high speed particles reach the edge of the 

does, they may be focused upon a target composed 01' the 

material to be studied. Another possibility is to provide 

a slit in one of the does through which some of the ions 

can escapo. They are then guided to equipment in a more 

suitable location for observation. (29 :181-184) 

Another of the now machines for the acceleration of 

particles is the betatron. Its main part is also a largo 
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electromagnet, but it accelerate$ electron8, not ions. 

The procea depends upon the fact that the magnetic field 

used is not constant, the coils of the magnet being fed by 

alternating current. It accelorates electrons to very 

high speeds, but the results are new, and their bearing 

on the atomic nuclei is still uncertain. (64:92) 

One of the simplest instruments used in the study of 

the atomic particles is the Wilson cloud chamber. This is 

a device that makes visible the paths taken by the charged 

particles that occur when atoms disinterate. As was men- 

tioned before, these tiny particles are traveling at ter- 

rific speeds. In their journey through the air, they break 

up or ionize every particle which they encounter, and their 

path is littered with damaged molecules and atoms. This 

break-up usually consists of knocking a few of the outer 

electrons lose from the atoms and leaving them as charged 

particles. The path that appears in the cloud chamber is 

caused by these particles. 

A simple form of this device consists of a glass bow]. 

with a glass plate waxed on for a lid. Enoui water is 

added to the bowl to fill it about two-thirds full, the 

rest of the bowl containing moist air, ßome provision is 

made for expanding the air in the bowl suddenly, causing 

it to cool sliphtly. Cool air will not hold as much 

moisture as warm air; therefore, tiny droplets of water 
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form around any dust particles t13at may be present In tho 

bowl. Ionized particles will also cause droplet8 to form 

in supersaturated air, but if neither dust nor ions aro 

present, the air in the chambcr ronia1n in a 8uporsatur- 

ated stato. A piece of a disintegrating atom, such as an 

alpha particle, crashing throupa this supersaturated air 

leaves a trail of ions behind, vhich then appear as a 

streak of water droplets. Since these stroaks last for 

only a fraction of a second, cloud chambers are usually 

equipped with cameras to take pictures of the paths left 

by the invisible particles streamin, through the chamber. 

(29:132-135) 

When it is not especially desired to see the path 

left by the charged particles, another instrument called 

the Geiger counter Is used. This is the most sensitivo 

Instrument ever invented for the detection of ionized 

particles. In its simplest form, the Geior counter tube 

consists of a glass envelope enciosin a tiny central wire 

that is surrounded by a metal cylinder. Before the glass 

tube is sealed off, a gas, such as argon, is introduced at 

low pressure. Provision is made for connectlnç: the metal 

cylinder to the ne:ative terminal of a battery and the 

central wire across a suitable resistance to the positive 

terminal. When a ray from a radioactive source passes 

through the tube, it ionizes the gas, piving rise to both 



The Geiger Counter 

I 

(1) The counter count8 an 
atomic particle b7 record- 
ing a shower of electrons 

ocked out of gas atoms 
as the particle passes 
through the tube. 
(3:103) 
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(2) Electrons spread along 
the vire and multiply them- 
selves by 1aocking electrons 
out of other atoms. The 
particle passes out of the 
tube. (3:103) 

(3) An electrical impulse (4) It travels through an 
le $erìt out of the tube on amplifier that in turn oper- 
the wire, indicating the ates a mechanical counter. 
passae of one particle. (A) Amplifier (B) Battery 
(3:103) (C) Counter (R) Resistance 

(15s5) 
---- --------- ---- - -- ___,_4ø_____ - - -------.------- --- 

positive and negative ions as well as electrons. Through 

a multiplication process brought about by collisions be- 

twoen electrons ana the gas molecules and the release of 

electrons from the metal cylinder, a large surge oÍ ions 

is built up. Electrons collect on the wire unit until a 
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defthite charge la proent, which t;hen, through the uae of 

a uitabie amplifier, tripa a mechanical counter to record 

the paasing of the charged particle. The wire is then 

discharged through a ground connection, and returns to 

its normal condition to await the next charged particle. 

When a great deal of radioactivity is present, it is 

often desirable to record several rays at a time rather 

than the passa'o of a single particle. This can be accorn- 

pushed by a simple adjustment that holds the electrons on 

the central wire until a greater charge has accumulated. 

Counters have also been built that will measure the total 

amount of radioactivity in the air at any given noment. 

In the development of the atomic bomb, these counters were 

used to warn the worlQnen of the presence of deadly rays. 

(15:53-59) 

The Equivalence of Mass and Energy 

In 19()5 Einstein proposed his now famous equatIon, 

E MC2, which shows the equivalence between the energy, 

F, of any substance and its mass, . C in the equation 

represents the velocity of light which is the enormous 

quantity of lEi6,000 miles or 30 bIllion centimeters por 

second. Since this quantity is squared in the equation, 

the figure to use is 9 X 1020 centImeter squared per 

second squared. The equation means that if a piece of 
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matter is trafl8formed completely into onery, it ceases to 

exist as matter and appears as energy, usually in the form 

of heat Mass is one particular form of energy that can 

be converted into other forms of enery such as heat or 

e1ectrcal energy. 

The rovorse is also true. Vihen the energy of a body 

is increased by raising its temperature or increasing Its 

speed, the mass of the body becomes greater. The reason 

that this Increase in mass cannot usually be detected is 

that mass represents a :reat reservoir of energy. Small 

additions to this pool of ener are not easily observed. 

The kinetic ener of even the fastest bullet Increases 

the mass of the bullet loss than a billionth part of the 

original weiLht, but changes in the mass of particles as 

small as the atom or electron are easily detected. For 

example, In speodin up a proton In the cyclotron, its 

mass will increase ana this added woiht must be taken 

into consideration in the operation of these machines. 

The mass-energy process works both ways, but in 

nuclear reactions the Important feature is the release of 

energy as the mass of the atom is used up. In the atomic 

nucleus, some of the mass of the particles of which it is 

composed has disappeared, and the binding energy that 

holds the nucleus toether makes up for the loss 1n 

weight. In other words, the mass of the atomic nucleus 
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is always somewhat smaller than the sum of the masses of 

the protons and neutrons forming it. This difference in 

mass, or mass defoct, is the direct consequence of the 

binding energy that holds the protons and neutrons to- 

gether. Po separate them it is necessary to do work 

equivalent to the amount of mass lost in building up the 

nucleus. (32:7-9) 

The maas-enorg concept has been confirmed by mimer- 

oua experiments. To illustrate, consider the three 

litost elements, hydrogen, helium, and lithium. The 

particular isotopes to be observe(1 are the most abundant 

orles; namely, hydrogen of mass about 1, lithium of mass 

about 7, and helium with a mass of about 4. F;xporimental- 

ly it is possble to shoot a helium nuc'eus into the lithi- 

um nucleus and produce two helium atoms. This is an actu- 

a]. transmutation of the elements1 The masses check rough- 

ly: I for hydrogen plus 7 for lithium jives B for two 

helium atoms each havin; four wilts of weic:ht, but if the 

true masses, which are known accurately to one part in 

100,000, are used, a difference in the weights is observed. 

From chemical tables, the hydrogen mass is found to be 

1.008 and the lithium is 7.018, which adds up to 8.026, 

but twice the mass of the helium atom, whose weight is 

4.004, is only 8.008. The product falls short by 0.018 

of a mass unit. This loss in mass is made up by the 
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appearance of energy. In this experiment, the energy re- 

leased results in the hii velocity at which the helium 

atoms are ejected. Translated into moro familiar terms, 

the energy that would result from the complete annihila- 

tion of one pound of any 4ven materia.l wou1 be equal to 

the energy obtained by burning 2 million tons of coal. 

(32:7) 

An example of the conversion of matter into energy 

has been present for millions of years. The heat and 

light from the sun ori(inate from the destruction of the 

sun's own substance. For many years, th*ro was no satis- 

factory explanation of solar energy. No process was 

known, such as burning or radioactivity, which could ex- 

plain the continuous output of energy over such long peri- 

ads of time. The theory is now accepted that the sun's 

radiation results from the annihilation of its own mass. 

The ratio of energy to mass is so ;reat that even the huge 

qu*ntity of radiation from the sun depletes its mass by 

01117 a minute fraction each year. 

This mass-to-energy change in the sun takes place in 

the course of several nuclear reactions. Amonp, the ele- 

monts luwwn to exist on the sun are carbon, hydrogen, and 

helium. In the process of releasn: energy, a carbon atom 

adds four hydrogen nuclei to its nucleus, one at a time. 

As each new particle is -added, radioactive changes take 
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place. When the fourth hydrogen nucleus i added, a be- 

hum aucleua or alpha particle breaks off, ana the riain- 

Ing particle i a carbon nue1eu. A carbon atom has, 

therefore, absorbed four soparate protone, welded them 

firmly together, and then tossed them out au a finished 

helium nucleus. The only particle that is used up in this 

procezB is the proton, and it is evident thtt plenty of 

these hydoen !mclei nist exist at the temperatures 

present on the sun. This process represents a loss o1 

of about 0.024 mass units per reaction, which would 

release an enormous quantity of heat and licht. All life 

on earth, therefore, owes its existence to a nuclear mass- 

energy transformation process. (31:36-40) 

This process for obtaining ener would be imprac- 

tical for use by man because a te3nperature in the order of 

20 million degrees is necessary to keep it going. It 

would be very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain this 

high temperature. In any event, the cost would be so 

reat that the process would not be an economic success. 

The artificial transformations of the lighter elements so 

far accomplished by man requir much more energy to pro- 

duce the reaction than is ever released as a result of the 

process. (34:66) Furthermore, there is no known method 

by which man can change large quantities of mass into 

energy artificia1.y. This transformation takes placo 
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spontaneously In only two substances that are known at 

present, one of which is the Isotope, uranIum 235, and the 

other a now, artificially produced element, plutonium, of 

atomic number 94, which is produced from uranium. (34: 

17) 

The G1ain Reaction and Fission 

The transformation Is accomplished b an almost in- 

stentaneous process known as a chain reaction. It is 

somewhat similar to ordinary burning. A fire burns when 

wood Is heated in the presence of air because the wood 

undergoes a chemical change that produces heat. This heat 

will heat more wood which will in turn undergo a chemical 

reaction that produces more heat. The new heat Is more 

than enough to keep the wood burning and a form of chain 

reaction results. It has been discovered that ono of the 

isotopes of' uranium can be made to react in a like fashion 

to release nuclear energy. (16:109) 

The element uranium was mentioned prsviously as hay- 

ing three Isotopes. Of those the isotopes 235 and 238 are 

of moat Interest because they are the Isotopes from which 

it has been possible to release large quantities of nu- 

clear energy. The discovery of the process for releasing 

this energy was made by the Italian scientist, Fermi. 

After the neutron was discovered, ho became Interested in 



bombarding various element8 with theee particles. The 

general result was that some radioactive isotope was pro- 

duced, usually by the ejection of an electron or a posi- 

tron from the nucleus of the atom being studied. The 

question then arose as to what would happen when the last 

elomont in the periodic chart was bombarded. Uranium has 

an atomic number 92; therefore, if the addition of an ex- 

tra neutron would upset its nu1eus in such a way that it 

would throw out a positron, the positIve charge on the 

nucleus would be decreased by one, and the isotope of ele- 

ment 91 would remain. On the other hand, ir electrons 

wore ejected, the positive charge would become 93, and a 

new element, hitherto unknown to man, would be manufac- 

tured. 

When uranium was actually bombarded with neutrons, a 

whole group of radioactive substances was discovered. 

Since nono of these could be found the a*zne ohomically as 

the elements close to uranium in the atomic table, it was 

assumed that the element 93 had been produced. There wa* 

one disturbing factor about the experiments. Regardless 

of the purity of the uranium sample used, some of the 

elements near the center of the atomic chart always seemed 

to be contaminating the final product. Further study re- 

vealed that these elements were actually produced when the 

uranium was bombarded with neutrone. This was a startling 
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discovery, for it meant that the atom had been split about 

in half, a process which, up to that time, had not boen 

considered possible. The name "fission" was iven to the 

process. (67:94) 

A quick glance at the atomic table reveals another 

fact. The uraniurrz nucleus of' isotope 235, the isotope 

that was assumed to undergo fission, contains 143 neutrons 

In addition to its 92 protons. The nuclei of the lower 

elements into which the uranium atoms explode contain 

jointly far fewer neutrons. This means a surplus of 

neutrons, and during the splitting of tbe uranium atom, 

some neutrons are thrown out. These neutrons can also 

cause other uì'anium nuclei to split, again producing more 

neutrons. If the spl1ttin, process should continue to 

niltiply, it would take on the character of a chain re- 
action. By this process enormous quantities of energy 

could be produced. 

To test this theory, a separation of the isotopes of 

uranium was accomplished. A small quantity of U..238 was 

first bombarded with a stream of neutrons. The recording 

instrumentsindicated that tremendous bursts of energy were 

boin released at intervals. The U-230 was then removed 

from the testing machine and replaced by a tiny speck of 

U-235, ali that was available at that time. The stresa of 

neutrons was aain directed on the target with spectaeua 



results. The instruments indicated that reat quantities 

of eneray viere beine given off at a nearly constant rate 
which was about 10,000 times as fast as in the case of 

U-238. 

The ener;y released in this process is conion1y ex- 

pressed in terms of a special unit of measurement. This 

unit is the electron volt, or, as it is used in discussing 

the energy released by nuclear reactions, the !OV. or mil- 

lion electron volts. Technically, the Mev. would be the 

amount of energy that a sin1e electron would acquire in 
falling through a difference of potential of one million 

volts. To comparo it with the energy released by some 

more familiar material, TNT will be used as an illustra- 
tion. TNT is usually considered a powerful explosive, yet 

the chemical reaction by which TNT releases its energy 

when a molecule of it is exploded produces about a singlo 

electron volt of energy. By comparison, the amounts of 

energy recorded by the instruments when uranium was born- 

bard with neutrons were in the order of 200 million 
electron volts or 200 ev. (67:93) 

The steadiness of the energy released when U-235 was 

bombarded indicated that if a sufficient quantity of this 
isotope could be produced, a chain reaction that would 

release largo quantities of onery could be maintained. 

A neutron striking an atom of U-235 causes it to break 
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into two parta ao shown in the accompanying diaam. These 

pieces of the oløment, F, appear as elements of lower 

atomic number, possibly barium, a metal of atomic weight 

137, and the rare gas, krypton, of atomic weight 84. At 

the same time two or t}woe neutrons, n, are released. 

These neutrons that are released may do any of three 

things; they may collide with neighboring atoms of U-235 

to produce further fission as shown by n; they may strike 

a nucleus of U-238 as n3; or they may miss all of the sur- 

rounding nuclei and escape from the uranium as n1. The 

chain reaction does not ordinarily take place in U-238. 

The neutron striking the U-238 nucleus may undergo f is- 

sion, but more often it will bounce away without being ab- 

sorbed, or result in the formation of a new isotope. For 

fission to continue, it is eseential to have present a 

sufficiently large umso of U-235. In too small a mass, 

the chain reaction dies out through loss of neutrons, just 

as a single piece of wood will cease to burn through loss 

of heat. The presence of a largo proportion of U-238 

also decreases the chanco of' a chain reaction takiri 

place, so the isotopes had to be separated. 

Whenever a sufficient quantity of U-235 is accumu- 

lated in a pure stato, an atomic bomb is produced. This 

critical quantity has been estimated at from two pounds 

to hundred pounds, but the actual amount of material 
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nee(ied is a closely uardec1 secret. If two quantities of 

subcritical size are suddenly broubt together, stray 

neutrons from the surrounding air start chain reactions 

which sweep through the mass of material to produce a co- 

lossal release of energy. 

Since the isotope of uranium used In thIs disintegra- 

tion has an atomic weight of 235, and the combined weight 

of barium, krypton, and the three neutrons released is 

only 224, the process results in a loss of ma8S of 235 

minus 224 or 11 mass units. In each pound of uranium used 

in the atomic bomb the loss through fission is about one 
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one-thousandth of a pound, but this 1 transformed into 

energy which i equivalent to that produced by burning 3 

million pounds oÍ coal. Burning one ton of coal a day, 

it would take over four years to burn 3 million pounds of 

coal. In the atomic bomb, the same amount of ener is 

released for each pouxd of U-235 used in only a fraction 

of a second. The concentrated heat energy raIses the 

temperature to millions of deees, the 1iht for the mo 

ment Is br1çhter than the aun, and the outrushlng air 

blast is terrific. This energy is the reatest known to 

man, and the only method of Increasing lt would be to in- 

crease the quantity of material disintocrated. If fissIon 

through chain reactions could be produced In any other 

substance, it would be equally effective for use In 

atomic bombe. (34:15) 

To produce an atomic bomb, one of two things had to 

be accomplished; eIther a 8ufflcient quantity of U-235 

must he separated from the other uranium Isotopes, or some 

other fissionable material must be discovered, Since the 

United States was engaged in a war that would probably be 

won by the sido that could first produce an atomic bomb, 

both processes were undertaken. (55:89) 
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The Separation of the Isotopes 

In nature the three isotopes of uranium were so 

thorouh1y mixed in the beinn1n that wherever uranium 

ore is mined, 99.2 percent is U-.238; 0.7 percent is U- 

235; and less than 0.01 percent is U-234. This moans that 

for every atom of U-235 present in an ore, there will be 

about 140 atoms of U-238. The separation of these iso- 

topes is no simple matter. The exact method used has not 

been revealed, but it i possible to .ive a general idea 

of each of the processes. At present it is impossible to 

separate the isotopes by chemical means since all of the 

isotopes have the same chemical properties. Fractional 

distillation and the use of high speed centrifuges are not 

satisfactory methods because these isotopes are so nearly 

alike. This left two possible solutions to the problem, 

namely, :aseoua diffusion and electromagnetic separation0 

The gaseous diffusion process depends upon the fact 
that molecules and atoms in the gaseous state are all 
moving at hii velocities. There is no particular di- 
rection to the movement, but the lighter particles tend 

to travel at higher speeds. This would indicate that the 

lighter particles are able to pass through a porous bar- 

rier somewhat easier than the heavier ones. Since uranium 

does not exist as a gas at ordinary temperatures, a com- 

pound, uranium hexafluoride, was used, and barriers of 



different materials were tried. The exact material fi- 

nally used is not revealed in the g;overnment reports. It 

is one of the things the United States paid 2,OOO,OOO,OOO 

to learn. 

A barrier consists of a box or tube of this porous 

material. The uranium compound is pumped into the tube 

at one end and removed at. the other. Sorne of the compound 

diffuses tbrou:h the walls of the barrier, and, since the 

lighter molecules ,et through easier, the material on the 

outside of the barrier contains slightly more of the 

lighter isotope. A mixture entering the separator as 99 

percent U-238 and 1 percent U-235 would be enriched, 

theoretically, to 1.0043 percent TJ-235. In actual opera- 

tion the percent of increase is not this high. A purity 

of 90 percent U-235 is essential to the manufacture of 

atomic bombs, so it is evident that the gas must be passed 

through a large number of barriers to be of any use. 

Actually, about 4,000 separator stages containing many 

acres of barrier surface are used before the gas of the 

desired purity 1 obtained. (55:174) 

AdcleJ to the other engineering difficulties that are 

encountered is the fact that the gas used is a deadly 

poison. This means that all chambers through which the 

gas passes have to be absolutely airtight, and the whole 

process regulated by remote control. Also at the time the 
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plant was designed, no one had any ic3ea as to the critical 

quantity of 13-235 that could be present in the pure state 

without having an explosion. Since the gas in the final 

stabes of this process contains a fairly hih concentra- 

tion of U-235, provision is made for its removal and iso- 

lation before any possible explosivo quantity can accumu- 

late. 
The second principal method of separating. the uranium 

isotopes is by use of electromagnetic separators called 

"calutrons.8 These machines make use of the principle 

that charged particles are bent from their original paths 

in passing through a magnetic field. Since lighter par- 

tiles are deflected more than heavy ones, it is possible 

to concentrate the light particles at one spot and the 

heavy ones at another. 

The two main parts of the calutron are a large olee- 

tromagnet and a suitable source of charged particles or 

ions. The ion source that was developed is one of the 

secrets of the success finally attained, and, as such, is 
definitely a military secret. F illustrative purposes, 
the type of ion source previously used is described. It 
consists of a hot filament of a suitable metal for emit- 

ting electrons surrounded by a grid of fine wires to which 

a strong positive charge is applied. Electrons leaving 

the filament travel toward the positive grid at great 
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speeds. When a gas Is introduced into this arranement, 
it suddenly finds itself in a stream of hii apeed doc- 
trons. Any as molecule that ;ets in the way of the elec- 
trono is hit violently, resulting in the loss of an outer 

electron. The particles of gas become electrically un- 

balanced by this process and leave the ion source as gase- 

ous ions with a positive charge. 

A metal plate to which a strong ne.ative charge is 
applied is brought close to the ion source. This causes 

the positive ions to move toward the plate, and a small 

slit in the plate permits some of the ions to pass through 

it and to enter the field of attraction of a second simi- 

lar plate. The velocity of the ions is again increased 

and most of them pass through the slit in this plate also. 
As a result, a narrow beam of high speed positive ions is 
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produced. 

The beam i focused into the mapetic field produced 

betweon the poles of hure magnets. When tey enter the 

magnetic field, all of the ions have identical charges and 

the same 8peed. Since a magnotic field tends to push the 

charged particles aside, the ion beam is bent into the 

form of a loop. If all the ions have the same weight, 

they will all follow the same path and end up at the same 

placo, but the as introduced in the calutron is a mixture 

of the isotopes of uranium, and the ions produced are not 

identical. The ions of U238 are slightly heavier and are 

not pushed aside as easily as the ions of U-235. The 

u-238 Ions swing wide in the magnetic field and aro col- 

lectod at one spot, while the path of the lighter ions is 

bent more, and they are collected at another spot. By 

this method a separation of the Isotopes is accomplished 

that is nearly perfect in one stop. 

The chief disadvantage of this method of separation 

is the small quantity of material produced in a day. By 

the U80 of methods In practice when work started on the 

bomb, It would have taken one billion such machines soy.. 

eral days to produce enough U2$5 for a single bomb. A 

bettor source of ions and a more complete use of the ions 

produced resulted in an increase in the amount of U-235 

produced. Anothor means of increasin, the efficiency of 
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the machine is the use of several ion sources and several 

collectors with each e1ectromaìet. Technical and en:i- 

neering problems were overcome, and the calutron is flow 

one of the chief instruments for otope separation. (16: 

194) 

The Production of P1utoniui 

While work was in progress with the various methods 

for separating the isotopes, a second roup of scientists 

was tryiní, to locate a substitute material for U-235. 

This material must be fissionable, and also capable of 

supportth a chain reaction. It was recalled that when 

U-238 was bombarded with neutrons, it released large quan- 

titles of energy at intervals. This seemed to indicate to 

the scientists that some of the U-238 atoms were actually 

undergoing fission. Further study revealed that when a 

neutron having sufficient ener strikes a II-238 nucleus 

and is captured by it, fission takes placo. The ïain 

trouble is that most of the hih speed neutrons that are 

produced by fission either miss the nuclei of the other 

atoms entirely, or else simply bounce off without being 

absorbed. No chain reaction is possible under these con- 

ditions. In the case of U-235, on the other hand, even 

slowly moving neutrons will cause f ision to take place. 

These same slow-moving neutrons have no effect on 



U-238. They simply drift up to the nucleus of this iso- 

tope and then move away. If tIlo neutrons are movinE at a 

moderate speed, thoy can be absorbed by the U-238 nucleus, 

but fission does not result from this neutron capture. 

Instead, a series of radioactive changes is started. The 

U-238 first becomes U-239 which is radioactive and emits 

an electron. The loss cf a negative charge from its nu- 

clous converts the atom to element 93 which was named 

"neptunium" and dosi,nated by the symbol "Np-239. This 

element also :ives off an electron and becomes the isotype 

of another element called "plutonium" or "Pu-239." It was 

then determined that Pu-239, like U-235, will fission in 

the presence of either fast or slow neutrons. If large 

quantities of plutonium could he produced, it would serve 

as a perfect substitute for U-235. Since it is not an 

isotope of uranium, but a different element entirely, it 

could be separated from U-238 by chemical means. 'his 

would reduce the need for the vast isotopo separators pro- 

viously described. (67:94) 

Production of the now element began in 1942 in an 

inenious and odd-looking structure called the "atomic 

pile." A pile is a mass of material containing uranium 

spread throuhout a block of some substance that will slow 

down the neutrons that are produced in a fission to speeds 

at which they can be used. One of the reatest problems 
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In the construction of the pile was to determine what ma- 

tonal to use a a moderator for s1owin: down the neu- 

trons. The lLhtest element that could slow down the neu- 

trons without absorbing them would be the best moderator. 

This indicated that the isotope of hydrogen having an 

atomic weiglt of two would be the best moderator, but it 
could not be produced in large enou:h quantities to be of 

use. Helium was eliminated because it exists neither as a 

solid nor liquid at ordinary temperatures. The element 

finally chosen was carbon in the form of raphite. 

The first pile that was constructed consisted of 

slugs of purified uranium surrounded by blocks of graphite. 

The whole mass somewhat resembled a huge ball. Neutrons 

for the process were provided by the fission of U-235. 

When TJ-235 undergoes fission, large quantities of energy 

are released in addition to the few neutrons. In order to 

produce plutonium, neutrons having energies in the order 

of 25 electron volts are needed. The difference between 

the 200 Mev. neutrons produced during fission and the 25 

volt neutrons needed for transmutation of U-233 into plu- 

tonium appears as heat in the pue. This heat was first 

removed by passiní: currents of air throu4-i. the pile, but 

when larger ones viere built, it was found necessary to use 
cold water to remove the excess heat. (2U:27) 

It is also desirable to have some control over the 
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The Atomic Pile 

1. Hole for experimental neutron beam escape. 
2. Holes In which uranium slurs are placed. 
3. Moderators of graphite blocks. 
4. Iad and ray proof cement. 
5. Shield of special b:oron stool. 
6. Control rods rrisde of cadmium. 
7. Neutron reflector of solid graphite, 

(16:129) 

-- S__S ------------------ SS SseS-SS -555S55 - -- 

speed at which the atomic p12.0 works. This can best be 

done by building into the pilos movable rods of sorne 
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material that can capturo large numbers of neutrons, An 

Ideal material ror th1 purpose Is cadmium. It la a motal 

and can ea8lly be shaped into control rode. It Is a10 

capable of absorbing many neutrons without any undesirable 

effocte . Rods of cadniuni are incorporated in the blocks at 

graphite in a manner which allows them to be removed or in' 

serted at will. A the control rods aro inserted they eap 

turo more and more neutrons from the fission process until 

there are not enough neutrons being produced to naintain 

the chain reaction. The pue then ceases to operate. e- 

mov1n, the rods makes a largor number of' neutrons avail- 

able for reaction, and the speed of the process increases 

rapidly. 

In the operation of the pile, it is not necessary to 

separate the isotopes of uranium. Purified slus of the 

uranium ore contaIning both isotopes are Led into the pile 

at one end. Some of the U-25 undergoes fission and re- 

leases heat and neutrons. These neut,ons e then slowed 

down br the graphite present In tie pila, and the excess 

heat 1$ removed. The iow noutron either combine with a 

nuclexs of U-238 t form plutonium or react with other 

atoms of U-235 to cause further fission. All cf the U-238 

is not converted to plutonium in passiní through the pile. 

As a result, the slugs that leave th pue contain a mix- 

ture of' the uranium isotopes and plutonium along with 
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undesirablo fission products that result from the process. 

The slugs bave the pile under water and are conducted to 

a series of purifiers where the plutonium is removed. The 

uranium that reman is separated from other radtCmetive 

by-products and is fed back into the pile. (16:16?) 

The atomic pile and the materials that are extracted 

from it ivo off a whole roup of dangerous radiations. 

'lectrons, positrons, protons, and neutrons are all dis- 

charged from the freshly removed materials along with very 

penetrating arnnia rays. As a result the materials are 

deadly poisons that can kill without oven coming in con- 

tact with a person. All of these radiation8 except gana 

raya and the neutrons are stopped by a few inches of con- 

crete or metal. Neutrons and aim rays are similar in 

their ability to penetrate almost any natter, and once the 

neutrons are slowed down, they can drift about in the air. 

After a short ti2, the neutron breaks down into a proton 

artd an electron to become a reular hydrogen atom, but if 

a stray neutron enters the body of a person, it may react 

with some cf the elements present, for example, sodium in 

the blood stream, to generate a garmia ray. Large numbers 

of gamma rays can cause a painful death. 

Elaborate precautions are taken around the piles to 

protect the workmen from radiation. The entire mass of 

the pilo is enclosed in a bu: e block of boron steel and 
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specially treated cernant 8evoral feet thick. This 1 fur- 

thor lined with graphiteth reflect aa many of the neutrons 

as possible back into the pile. The whole block Is air- 

tight, and control of the pile is maintained from a dis- 

tance. The samo precautions are carried over into the 

purification process. The vats here are made of concrete 

several feet thick, lined with suitable materials They 

are buried completely in the earth, and the purification 

process is conducted entirely by remote control. (35: 

263). 

By these methods it is possible to obtain enou fis- 

sionablo materials to produce an atomic bomb. There was 

still one important question that had not been solved; 

how largo a quantity of U-235 or Pu-239 can be acewnulated 

in one spot without hayo an explosion? As the various 

iethods of collecting these materials pro . reseed, the 

question became of more importance, for, if too large a 

quantity of fissionable material were brought together 

accidentally, the whole region would be destroyed. It was 

also necessary to answer this question before the final 

bomb could be assembled. 

The I3omb and j3omb Tests 

The exact critical size ol' the uranium mass is still 

a top military secret, but apparently the figuro is in the 
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order of two pounds. For Illustrative purposes, assume 

that this Is the critical mass that will cause an atomic 

explosion. Since a sphere is the smallest volume that any 

given mass can aoswn, the activo portion of the bomb 

would be a small bal]. of ateria1 about 1.8 1nche in di- 

ameter. In order to keep this char;e from exploding, a 

cylindrical section about a half inch in diameter could 

be removed from the center of the ball. This would give 

two pieces of fissionable rnatorial well below the critical 

mass that would exceed the critical size and explode when 

they were brou4it to:ether. 

In actual construction, the two pieces would be cast 

separately and machined to fit together. The ball serves 

as a target, and the 5112g is fired into it by some type 

of un arrangement. In order to hold the fissionable 

charge toether as long as possible after the explosion 

has started, the ball portion of the bomb is surrounded 

by tin, load, or son other heavy metal. In any bomb that 

was to be dropped on an enemy target, special precautions 

would be taken to destroy the materials of the bomb in 

case it failed to explode. It is probable that the laru;er 

portion of the bombs that were dropped on Japan consisted 

of explosive char.es for scattering, the bomb parts in case 

anythin: went wrong. Several types of fusas would be in- 

eluded to make detonation more certain. (16:211) 
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The Generai Esontiais of an Atomic Bomb 

After the bomb is released, the automatic 
firing device (4) explodes a charge of powder (5) 

causins the subcritical mass of plutonium (i) to 
move rapidly down the gun barrel (3) into position 
between the subcritical pieces of the sphere (2) 

which is surrounded by a ball of load (6). The 
rest of the bomb is filled with an explosive (8) 

which will be detonated by the fuse (7) if the 
bomb fails to work properly. 

(16:211) 

- - - - ----- -- -- ----- --- ----- -- -- - 

The final assembly of the first bomb took place at 

Los Alamos, New Mexico, on 3'uly 16, 1945. A duplicate of 

the bombs that were to be used later was mounted on the 

top of a steel tower and fired by remote control. There 

was an oxplosion with three phases: first, a light many 

times brihter than the midday sun and intenso heat; 

second, a violent pressure wave that traveled through the 

air; third, a sustained, awesome, roaring sound. The 

light and heat were most spectacular. A hue fiery cloud 

of many colors rushed 40,000 feet upward until it was 

scattered by the winds of the aubstratosphere. The blast 
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that followed knocked down two mon who were tandiriç be- 

hind the control hut five mile3 away. The steel tower 

itself simply disappeared. in it place was a crater half 

a milo long and a quarter of a mile wide burned out of the 

sand of the desert by the intonso heat (55:250) 

Atomic Warfare 

The bomb that was later dropped on Hiroshima was 

described as having more power tan 20,000 tons of TN1' by 

President Truman and the War Department . It was equiva- 

lent to 2,000 block-busters, or the raiding force of 2,000 

suporfoi'tzesses. The entire bomb has been o8timated as 

weigiing about 400 pounds, but moro than four square ralles 

or sixty percent of :Iiroshima was destroyed by the single 

bomb. Only about one-tenth of one percent of the active 

mass of the bomb was changed to enerty. (34:68) 

Bomb teats were later made using various amounts of 

materials. These tests showed that incroasin.. the size 

of' the bomb does not seeni to be of much use from a mili- 

tary standpoint. Bombs of the present size will complote- 

ly destroy nearly any target against which they aro likely 

to be used. It would probably be more economical to have 

two smaller atomic bombs than a sinle bomb twice as 

large. Atomic bomba would probably be of minor importance 

in actual combat. Testa indicate that they aro not an 
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all-powerful weapon aainst naval formations, but it would 

be poesiblo to sink an entire formation with a sufficient 

nwnber of bombe. The second bomb used in the tests at 

Bikini was exploded a few feet below the surface of the 

water, and sank one battleship, one aircraft carrier, three 

smaller surface craft, and five submarines. In addition 

many of the other ships were contninated by radioactive 

water and remained dangerous to human health after two 

years, but this bomb was exploded under ideal conditions 

and the true value of the atomic bomb against wide fleet 

formations is still in doubt. (20:156) 

Against milttar formations, too, the bomb will be 

of no íreat value. The army believes that atomic bombs 

will seldom be used by an advancing force because of the 

radioactivity set up in the bombed area, and the threat 

of jamxna ray poisoning if used on troops close by. 

Atomic warfare will be most effective against fac- 

tories and largo cities. Such concentrated targets are 

ideal for attack with atomic bombs. If no further ad- 

vanees are made in the methods of delivery, a single plane, 

or at most five or six planes, each carrying an atomic 

bomb could completely destroy a large-sized city at a 

sin4e blow. Five hundred or a thousand such planos would 

virtually annihilate an opponent in a single night's 

operation. Atomic explodves may also be used in the 
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war-hcads of 1on. range rockets, aga1nt which there is 

no known defense. The extreme powoz and compact size of 

the bomb make the use al' either planes or rockets unnece- 

sarl. A time bomb of atomic eZplO8lVeS OOU].d be smuggled 

into a country Rend carDiod into a city tri a car or 1ig1t 

truck. The bomb would not bave to be placed closer to 

the tar;et than a mile, and could be detonated by a time 

device or a radio signal. Since neither TJ235 nor Pu-239 

omits enough radiation to be detected at any distance, 

it would be very difficult to locate or detect such bombs. 

(34:82-4) 

Probably of more interest than the bomb from a mili- 

tary point of view will be the radioactive poisons that 

aro produced by the atomic piles. These poisons could be 

collected as a fine dust and dropped on citics in a 

fashion similar to the present method of spraying insect- 

killing powder from an airplane. Similarly, a drone plane 

could be built with a type of jet engine powered by an 

atomic pile. It could be launched from a distance and 

controlled in its flLht by radio. Since there would be 

no shielding to stop the emission of radioactive particles 

from the machine, lt would be a all but effective poison 
factory. It could poison all of the personnel, of a bomber 

formation by simply flying alongside for a short distance. 

By circling ovor a city, it would soon release enough 



poison to wipe out all of the inhabitants. It would do 

no bOOd to shoot down a plane of this type, for if it lit 

near the city, it would continue to release poisonous ra- 

diations that would wipe out the target. ßubniarines that 

could travel underwater for reat distances and battle- 

ships or unlimited o'uiiu z'ange could also be powered by 

atomic energy. 

In any event, the civilian workers stand to bear the 

brunt of atomic warfare as it 18 now developing. Decen- 

tralization of cities, factories, and production centers 

is the chief defense against the bomb, but even this will 

not remove the effectiveness of atomic warfare a:ainst 

civilian targets. No matter how widely dispersed the 

cities are, or how deeply buried in the earth the factories 

may be, these targets will still be vulnerable to attack. 

If the air around them and the water used for drinking or 

industrial processes am made radioactive, all human beings 

in that region will die. Water will spread radioactive 

poisons quite readily, and the radioactivity will remain 

in the water for a long time. 

Civilian Uses of Atomic Energy 

The immediate applications of atomic energy to ci- 

vilian uses will be less spectacular, The only method 

that can be used at present for the utilization of atomic 



energy 1 the atomic pile. The pile releases 1arFe quan- 

titles of heat. In the p].ant8 that were used In the 

manufacture of the atomic bomb, this heat was an undoslr- 

able and bothersome by-product that had to be removed by 

elaborate cool1n systems. In the experimental plants 

that are now planned, this heat will be used In the same 

manner as the heat from burning coal. The energy of the 

pile will be used to heat some liquid which will then turn 

water into steam. This steam may be used to operate a 

standard turbine vthiob will run a ;encrator to produce 

electricity. Another rneans of using the energy from the 

pile would be to heat large buildings in congested areas 

where large heating plants are necessary. Here again 

the pile would be used to turn water into steam. 

in each of the usos of atomic energy mentioned, the 

piles will be located at a fixed spot er else built into 

large pieces of equipment where weiht is of minor im- 

portance. This is made necessary by the size of the pile 

used and the poisonous radiations produced. About the 

smallest pue that can be desipned at the present timo 

is one requiring 100 tons of shielding. This would be 

equivalent to walls of cement and steel about six feet 

thick. It would limit mobile units to large ships, and 

eliminate the possible use of such pilos for the operation 

of commercial airplanes, automobiles, and locomotives. 



Other factors also rule out the use of atomic energy faz' 

small operations. It is estimated that plants designed to 

operate on atomic ener will cost between V2,500,000 and 

The removal of waste products troni the 

atomic pile is also necessary, and this would require 

elaborate and expensive equipment. Froni an economic 

standpoint, it will be necessary to have a largo market 

for power and heat before it will be profitable to con- 

struct 8uch a plant. The use of atomic enerr for heating 

purposes or the production of electricity will not lower 

the cost of these utilities to any great extent. Uranium 

is a fairly cheap fuel at 2O a pound, since it can pro- 

duce 98 much enory as 1,500 tons of coal, but water power 

is free, and electricity is still rather expensive. It 

should be remembered that the cost of production i.s only 

a minor item in these utilities. Most of the expense lies 

in the plant, generators, switchboards, and lines for 

traneporting the heat and electricitl. 

But pcver is only half of the story of atomic energy. 

The rest is an almost unlimited realm for the use of ra- 

dioaotive isotopes. Only a few of these radloisotopes 

occur in nature. Others can he made in small quantities 

but at great expense by machines such as the cyclotron. 

The atomic pile can make hundreds of them, In some casos, 

by the pound. Radioi3otopes hold the eatsst promise in 
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the fields of medicine and the study oÍ life's chemistry. 

Since the radloisotopes aro the saine chemically as the 

other isotopes of the same element, they can be mixed into 

compounds of the element, and their course traced throu 

any chemical reaction. If it is dsired to know hcw phOSm 

phorua is used in the body, a small quantity oÍ' radio»- 

activo phosphorus is chanod chemically to phosphoric ac' 

Id. This Is then mixed with a person's food, and its 

course is traced throup;h the body without difficulty. 

(4:97-'103). 

Another use for tbeso radloisotopes is in locating 

the source of certain organic diseases. For example, a 

person whose thyroid bland is not functioning properly 

may suffer from goiter and other diseases that are caused 

by an excess of' thyroxine in the blood stream. Recently 

a young man who had been su!fsrin from this condition 

was operated on and his thyroid gland was removed, but 

this did not stop the excess of thyroxine in his blood 

stream. Sorne other tissue In his body had taken over the 

manufacturo of this chemical and was slowly killing bin. 

The doctors could not toll where to look for this strange 

tissue, as it miht be located in any part of the body. 

RadioactIve iodine was called upon to boato this thy- 

roxine-producing tissue. It is Imown that iodine will 

collect in the thyroid 4and, so a small quantity of 



radioactive iodine wa injected Into the blood stream of 

the patient, and after a short time a Geiger counter was 

brou&;bt close to him. As it was moved about over the 

patient's body, the counter suddenly besan to record the 

presence of an unusual amount of radioactivity at one 

spot which proved to contain the malfunctioning tiszue. 

Some of the other diseases that are being studied with the 

use of these materials are cancer and hard eninL of the 

arterie8. 

In industrial plants the radloisotopes are used to 

trace various elements and compounds throu reactions. 

If it is desired to know where a certain element leaves a 

reaction, this point can easily be located by the use of 

a small amount of radioisotope of the element. Leaks in 

various industrial systems can be located in the same way. 

In the petroleum industry, radioactive carbon is beine 

used to trace the paths taken by various hydrocarbons in 

the refining process. (15:56-59) 

Control of Atomic Ener 

Since ordinary uranium is the raw material for the 

production of atomic enerj and will probably remain so 

for sorno time, an evaluation of the world supply of this 

metal is of importance. Uranium is very widely distrib- 

uted in nature. The earth's crust consists of about 95 
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percent igneous rock, granite, ana basalt, which contaln8 
0.004 porcent uranium, or about one-seventh of an ounce 

of uraniwn for each ton of rock, This would amount to 
io15 (3. follovied by 15 zeros) ton8 of the metal. The 

oceans are estimated to contain another ten billion tons 
of the metal. Compared with other more familiar elements, 
there is moro uranium in the earth's crust than cadmium, 

bismuth, silver, mercury, or iodine. Uranium is about a 

thousand times moro plentiful than gold. Ores containing 
as little as a fifth of an ounce of gold por ton are corn- 

monly mined, so, if society should decide that uranium is 
as valuable as gold, there is an extensive supply of the 
metal. While this is not a practical source of uranium 
from a financial point of view, there is little doubt 

that it coula be mined from the rocks of the earth for 
the manufacture o implements of war. 

There aro also certain regions where the uranium ore 
is more concentrated, especially the Belgian Congo, where 

the world's richest deposits are located, and the northern 
territorios of Canada. In these two regions, fifty tons 
of ore will often yield a ton of uranium. Other important 
deposits are located in Brazil and Czechoslovakia, with 
fields of less importance in Norway, Sweden, Cormany, 

Italy, Russia, France, and the United States. In other 
words, no one nation has a monopoly on the uranium deposits 



of the world, and any one of them could produce enoui of 

the mineral to make many bombs and other iniplement of 

atomic warí'are. (34:45-47) 

Since there is no defense against atomic warfare, and 

lt is likely that any nation will be able to produce atomic 

weapons tri a few years, it la loSteal that some measures 

be taken to control the use of uranium. Nids Bohr has 

expressed this opinion very well when he said: 

The formidable means of destruction which 
come within reach of man will obviously con- 
atitute a mortal menace to civilization unless, 
in due time, universal agreement can be obtained 
about appropriate measures to prevent any un- 
warranted use of the new energy sources. An 
agreement to this purpose will surely demand the 
abolition of barriers hitherto considered noces- 
5ax7 to protect national Interests but now 
stand In the way of common safety against un- 
precedented dangers. In fact, only inter- 
national control of every undertaking which 
might constitute a danger to world security will 
in the future permit any nation to strive for 
prosperity and cultural development without 
constant fear of disaster. (14:363) 

The plan that offers the reateat promise is, then, 

one which proposes that an international authority be 

created with control over all uranium deposits. It is 

possible to make U-235 and Pu-239 both unsuited for ex- 

plosives without deetroyin. their value as a fuel. The 

control commission would mine, purley, and denature the 

uranium and plutonium. Only the denatured product would 

he sold to individual nations. 
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control over the uranium deposits lying within their 

boundaries. It also Implies that the world authority 

could pase at will aoros national barriers and inspect 

any region whsz' uxanium doposits might be located. 

Furthermore, all factories and research laboratories 

where uranium is used would be subject to inspection. 

Any nation that was found to be violatin the regulations 

of the authority would immediately have Its supply of 

uranium and plutonium shut off. Obviously any nation thst 

was planning an atomic war would first seize the fuel 

plants within itS own boundaries and would therefore give 

warum; of its intentions. Other nations should then be 

able to stop the warlike actions of the offender before 

much damage could be done. 

Nations could well profit by the example of the dia- 

covery of atomic enorgr. This was an international proj.. 

ect in which the scientists of many nations took part. 

Cooperation between nations and individuals was the guid- 

Ing pinciplo. If all nations could learn the same ìesson, 

there would be no need for atomic eapona, and the energy 

of the atom could be dedicated to peace. 
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Atomic Science Vocabulary 
(34 :58-64) 

Alpha particle: a helium nucleus, travelin at high speed, 
which appears when some of the radioactive substancos 
break down or disintobrate. 

Atom: the basic unit of matter in chemical reactions. It 
consists of a heavy nucleus and surrounding electrons. 

Atomic number: the number of positive chargea on the 
nucleus of an atom. This determines the chemical 
nature of the atom. 

Atomic weight: the weiht of the atom 18 determined by 
the weight of the nucleus and is nearly equal to the 
total number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus. 
The basic unit of we1'ht is one-sixteenth the weight 
of a common oxygen atom. 

Beta particle: very hih speed electrons iven off by the 
nucleus of a beta-active radioactive element when it 
breaks 

Chain reaction: a reaction, chemical or nuclear, in which 
the energy or particles generated by the breakdown of 
the first atom or molecule causes the breakdown of 
ono or more additional atoms or molecules whose re- action in turn causes other atoms or molecules to disintegrate. 

Control rods: rods of neutron-absorbing material used in 
a pile to control the chain reaction. 

Critical mass: the mlnimwn amount of a 1ven fissionable 
material required for a spontaneous chain reaction. ith less t}an this amount the loss of neutrons is 
too great to result in a chain reaction. 

Diffusion: the movement of molecules through a gas, liquid, or solid, due to the natural motion of the 
molecules. 

Disintegration: the process of spontaneous nuclear change 
in which alpha particles, bet. particles, or posi- 
trons are given off from the nuclei of atoms. 
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Electron: the unit particle of neative electricity, 
weighing onee1teen hundr&th as ntuch as proton. 

Electron volt: The unit of energy ed in nuclear science. 
iclear reactions usually i.vclve eer1es of 

nililions of electron volts, while chemical reactions 
involve energies of only a few electron volts. 

letert: A kIr. of îuattcr that is not decomposea by any 
kind of chemical reaction; a kind of atom with a 
:.iven atomic numbei. 

Fizsion: the procese by which the ucleu of sri atot is 
split into several parts, at least two of which are 
of rou1rily comparable sIze, re2ter than t.at of the 
alpha particle. 

Fission product: an isotope, usually radioactive, of an 
elerient in the middle of the periodic table and pro- 
duced by fission of a heavy element such as uranium. 

C&irrxna ray: penctratir invisible light-like radiation 
given off from the nucleus of ari atom when flexCited.tt 
Usually more penetrating than ordinary X-rys. 

Ion: ari atom or molecule that carries an electric charge. 

Isotopes: atons of a iven elenoent which have cifCerent 
numbers f neutrons in the nucleus and therefore dit- 
fer in mass or weight. 

Mass: effectively the same as weight. 

nass number: the number of protons and neutrons in a 
given nucleus; approximately the weight of the 
nucleus. 

Moderatûr: naterial containing atons of low atomic weight 
used in the pile for slowin;:. down neutrons by ool 
lis ion. 

Woptwium: elEnnent number 93, usually produced arti- 
tidally. Isotope Np-239 is the redloactive parent 
of Pu-239, sr. atomic explosive. 

Neutron: a nuclear particle of wcIbt about one unit, 
which is electrically neutral. 

Nucleus: the central core of the atom in which almoet all 
of the wciç,ht is located. 



Plie: a controlled f1$1on chaln-.reacting system, usually 
COnsisting of uranium or plutonium Intermixed with a 
moderator such as ?aphito toc j. :ethor with all the 
neutron reflector, shielding, coolin.;, and control 
systons. 

Plutonium: element number 94, usually produced artific1al 
ly. 

Positron: positive electron; appears in. certain decays of 
radioactive substances and in cosmic radiation. 

Proton: the atomic nucleus of ordinary hydro;en. It IS 
a component part of atomic nucleI of all other ele- 
ments. Number of protons In a nucleus determines tho 
nuclear char;e or atomic number. 

Radiation: particles, X-rays, gamma.rays, or light moving 
between or past atoms, and not part of their stable 
structtue. 

Radioactivity: the process of giving off radiation during 
the disintegration of atomic nuclei. 

Transmutation: the process of changing an atomic nucleus 
to one of different atomic number or atomic weight b 
bombardment with nuclear particles from the outside, 
as in the cyclotron or pilo. 
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THE TEACHING UN 

Special Equipont Needed in Presenting the Unit 

The introduction of this unit into the science course 

will call for some special preparation on the part of the 

science teacher, and will entail some added expense. An 

original expenditure of l00 or $150 could well be approved 

fcr the introduction of this uuft, but this would probably 

restrict the study of atomic energy to lsrger high zchools. 

The equipment described and experiments outlined in this 

unit are inexpensive and within the limits of the budget 

of the average school. If bettor equipment is available, 

other experiments can be devised by the competent h1i 

school science teachers. 

It is also quite possible that some of the better 

pupils will become interested in building; various pieces 

of equipment that cari be used in studying atomic energy. 

Two instruments that have been constructed by high school 

pupils are simple Geiger counters and cloud chambers. 

Useful exhibits have also been developed on the release 

of atomic energy and the atomic bomb. 

A Wilson cloud chamber is an essential piece of 

equipment in presenting this unit. These instruments can 

be obtained in a wide variety of shapes and prices, but 
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the bulb type chamber is satisfactory for high 8011001 use. 

A simple magnifier of from five to fifteen power and a 

powerful maet are needed to perform the accompanying 

experiments. If it is possible to obtain a gold leaf 

electroscope having ari ionization chamber and a graduated 

scale for measuring the rate of discharge, some very in- 

teresting experiments can he worked out to illustrate the 

rates at which various radioactivo elements dischar;e the 

instrument. 

A supply of radioactive materials is also necessary. 

The radioactive isotopes from the atomic pile are not 

available for high school use; therefore, the radioactive 

materials that occur in nature imist he used. A small 

quantity of a few of those elements having fairly lone 

half-life periods is quite useful. These can be obtained 

either as prepared slides or as powdered salts from a 

number of commercial supply houses. 

About one mulli.,ram of polonium is needed for the 

experiments that accompany this unit. This will have to 

be replaced each year as polonium has a half-life of 138 

days. One possible source of this element is the radon 

neecile used for the treatment of cancer. Radon deteri- 

orates quite rapidly, having a half-life of 3.8 days; con- 

sequently, the needles soon lose their potency. It is 

sometimes possible to obtain those worn-out needles free 
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of charge from hospitals. The worn-out needles aro high 

in polonium content, and this polonium can be extracted 

by crushing the needle in hydrochloric acid. The poloni- 

um dissolves arid is then deposited out on a nickel vire by 

simply dipping the wire into the solution. Polonium can 

also be purchased from commercial supply houses. 

Suggested Procedure 

rost pupils will begin the study of a unit on atomic 

energy with some previous information on the subject ob- 

tamed by reading magazines and newspapers. ucb of this 

information will be £lse or at least quite distorted. 

The teacher must be ori the alert for wrong; impressions 

that have become fixed in the minds of the pupils and 

tactfully supply he correct interpretation to the materi- 

al which the pupil prezents. 

It is sug:cated that a general picture of the entire 

unit be given dux'ing the first two or three class periods 

and then special empha3is be placed on the individual 

topics. Visual aids should be used for both the overview 

of the subject and in development of the special topics. 

Class reports should be illustrated with drawings and 

pictures whenever possible, 

The most difficult concepts for the pupils to under- 

stand are those concerning the size and structure of the 
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atom. FO? this regon lt Is sugested that each pupil be 

1ven the opportunity to observe the scintillations that 

occur on a zinc sulfide creon when bombarded with alpha 

particles. Every pupil should observe the cloud tracks 

left by charged particles traveling throur;h an expansion 

chaniber. The concepts about the release of atomic enery 

cannot be verified by experiments in the high school lab- 

oratory, but many articles have appeared in books and 

magazines on the basic principles of atomic energy, and 

the student should learn to be critical of the authors on 

the subject. 1iih school juniors and seniors should no 

lonL;er beliove evorythin they see in print, but should 

Lind out about the author's qualifications for writing on 

the subject. 

Objectives of the Unit 

The eneral objectives of the unit are: 

(1) To :ivo the pupil an understanding of the struc- 

ture of the atom. 

(2) To acquaint the pupil with the experimental pro- 

cedure by which the release of atomic onergy was 

discovered. 

(3) To give a general picture of the development of 

the atomic bomb. 
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(4) To correct false impressioxis about the atom, 

atomic energy, and the atomic bomb. 

(5) To show the need for international control of 

atomic energy. 

(6) To make the pupil eajer for more -iowledge about 

the subject. 

Possible Approaches 

A. Tbrouga motion pictures: 

Motion pictures that can be used in developin this 

unit aro listed in a later section on "Materials for In- 

structicn." The following pictures from this group would 

be especially useful in introducin, the unit to the pupils. 

1. Operations Crossroads 

2. Atomic Power 

3. A Tale of To Cities 

p,. Threu the bulletin board: 

The new exhibit, usually planned by two or three pu- 

pile and supervised by the teacher, is placed on display 

a few days before actual study of the unit begins. This 

i-ives all of the pupils a chance to observe the bulletin 

board and make suggestions as to changes or additions to 

the material found there. The bulletin board should not 

'be used as the only means of introducing the unit, but 

should be supplemented by other approaches. Many useful 
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illustrationa are found in the following referenceì listed 

in the bibliography: 4 6; 13; 20; 27 36; 40; 46; 49; 

54; 60; 64; 65; 66; 67e.. 

C. Through demonstration experimente: 

1. The Wileort cloud chariber; ita use, demonstrated 

by the teacher, should raise questions a to why the ma 

chine works, and, in th.rn, to radioactivity and the etruc.. 

ture of the atom, 

2. Student projects; a student who has been working 

on sorno special too]. for studying the atom, such as a 

Geiger counter or model Van de Graaff generator, could 

introduce the unit by demonstrating the operation of bis 

machine. 

D. Through reading interests: 

1. Some of the more fantastic articles listed in the 

bibliography could be read and reported to show the popu- 

lar ideas about the subject. The study would then go on 

to show the true nature of atomic energy. Articles that 

would be useful in this way are: 10; 13; 17; 21; 39; 40; 

44; 47; 68. 

2. current newspaper and magazine articles. 

3. Reports on now development in atomic energy. 

E. Through iiest speakers: 

1. Secure as a speaker some person who was present 

at one of the bomb tests. 
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2. Secure as a speaker a member of the military 

forces who has visited either Hiroshima or Nagasaki after 

they were bombed. 

3. Secure as a speaker any person who has had per- 

soria]. experienco with the development of atomic energy. 

G. Through observation trips: 

This approach will be limited to the few schools that 

are located near an atomic energy plant or research labo- 

ratory. The teacher should not expect to take a whole 

class on a field trip to either a laboratory or plant, but 

occasionally two or three of the better pupils in the 

school can be taken on short tours and can then report 

their experiences to the class. 

post teachers will not be satisfied with any one 

method for introducing the unit, but will combine several 

of the suggested approaches. For example, the bulletin 

board could be prepared a Low days in advance of the be- 

sinning of the unit. Uno of the motion pictures could 

thon be shown,followod by a talk by a uost speaker. The 

pupil should then be ready to make a thorou study of 

the unit. 
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Presenting the Unit to the Class 

Concepts 

1. All matter is made 
up of atoms that 
are in buDA composed 
of protons, electrons, 
and neutrons. 

2. It is possible to 
transform one ele- 
ment into another 
by making changes 
in the atomic 
nuclei. 

Activities 

1. Research activities: 

a, Reading and reporting. 

(L) Unit text; section 1 

(2) 1eÍ'ererice books; 
16:3-'/2 
29:3-103 
32:3-6 
34:7-15, 22-29 

(3) gazine articles; 
17; 46; 49; 1. 

b. Motion picture; The 
Electron. 

2. Laboratory activities: 

Ixporimont 1*. Counting 
Atoms 

3. Construction activities: 

a. Charta and drawings 
showing the structure 
of the atom. 

b. Models of atomic nu- 
ciel and simplex' atoms. 

1. Research activities: 

a. Reading and reporting. 

(1) Unit text; 
Section 2. 

Note: This and all fo11owin experiments are found in 
tho section on "Ìiaterials for Instruction." 



3. The various tools 
used to study the 
atom make use of 
simple principles of 
physics. 
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(2) Reference books; 
16:72104 
23:88-108 
29 :103-161 
30:1-54 

(3) gazine articles; 
17; 40; 46; 47; 49; 
6'?. 

2. Laboratory activities: 

Experiment 2. Charged 
Particles 

3. Drill activity: 

Working nuclear equations. 

(1) Teacher demonstra- 
tion of method for 
indicating nuclear 
reactions. 

(2) Pupil practice in 
working some of the 
simpler equations. 

1. Research activities: 

Reading and reporting. 

(1) Uhit text; 
Section 3. 

(2) Reference books; 
23:109-117 
29:92-105, 124-135 
30:44-54 

(3) Magazine articles; 
3; 8; 15; 17; 2'7; 

53; 54; 60; 64. 

2. Laboratory activities: 

xperiment 3. Vilson Cloud 
Chamber. 



4. Mass is a form of 
energy that can be 
converted into 
other forms of 
energy. 
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5. Construction actIvities: 

a. BulletIn board showing 
pictures td diagrams 
of the cyclotron, Van 
de Graaf f, Geiger 
counter, and other tools 
used to study the atom. 

b. Student-built cloud 
chambor: 
59:221, b03 

e. Geiger counter: 
59:504-507 

d. Model Van de Graaf f 

e. Model cyclotron 

1. Research actIvttjea 

Reading and reporting. 

(1) UnIt text; 
Ecction 4. 

(2) Reference books; 
16:72-89 
23:79-97 
30 :55-83 
32:7-10 
55:2-5, ?-l8 

(3) Magazine articles; 
10 ri 18; 21; 31; 
40. 

2. Drill activities: Use 
tables of isotopes to show 
the amount of masc that 
roprosenti the binding 
energy of the nuclei of 
various atoms. See unit 
text, page 32. 



5. Nuclear energy may 
be released by atoms 
that underdo fis- 
son, and useful 
energy is obtained 
if a chain reaction 
can be naintained. 

6. A bih concentration 
of il-235 or Pu-238 
is needed for the 
manufacture of atomic 
bombs; howev(r, 
energy may be re- 
leased from the mixed 
isotopes of uranium 
by means of the atomic 
pile. 
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i. Research activities: 

Readin< and reporting. 

(1) Unit text; 
Section 5 

(2) Reference books; 
16:89-117 
23:118-131 
30:89-119 
32:11-13 
55:22-39, 55-65, 

95-99 

(3) gazine articles: 
6; 10; 17; 18; 21; 
40; 49; 67. 

2. Construction activities: 

Models to show atomic nu- 
dci and fission. 1:165- 
172. 

I. Research activities: 

a. Reading and reporting. 

(1) unit text; 
Sections 5 and 6. 

(2) Reference books: 
16:117-200 
23:132-150 
30:119-159 
32:15-22 
55:100-107, 130- 

147, 154-171, 
236-245. 

(3) Magazine articles: 
9; 21; 2'?; 35; 38; 
44; 60; 63; 66. 

b. Motion picture: Atomic 
Rnergy. 



7. Atomic energy may 
be released either 
for the benefit of 
man or for his 
destruction. 

2. Construction activities: 

a. Drawin,s to show the 
construction of the 
atomic plie. 

b. BulletIn board: spe- 
daily items that tell 
of current devoiop 
monts. 

1. Research activities: 

a. Reading and reporting. 

(1) Unit text; 
Sections 7 and 8. 

(2) Reference books: 
16:200-243 
23: 150-179 
32:23-26 
55: 206-226, 247 -254. 

(3) Magazine articles: 
2; 4; 9; ii; 12; 
13; 19; 20; 22; 24; 
25; 35; 36; 38; 39; 
41; 42; 43; 45; 48; 
56; 58; 60; 61; 63; 
65; 66; 60. 

b. !iotion pictures: 
A Tale of Two Cities 
Operations Crossroads 
One World or one 

e. Slide film: 
One World or None 

2, Construction activities: 

(1) Construction of a 
dummy atomic bomb. 

(2) Drawings and post- 
ers to illustrate 
va, . ious uses of 
atomic energy. 



8. International con- 
tro]. of the uranium 
supply and the 
purification of U-235 
and plutonium will 
lessen the danger of 
atomic warfare. 

(3) Bulletin board ex- 
hibit of pictures 
showin the uses 
of atomic power and 
radioactive iso- 

topes. 

1. Peseareh activities: 
a. Reading and reportin;: 

(1) Unit text: 
Section 9 

(2) Roference books: 
16:261-297 
34:45-49, 135-234 

(3) Magazine articles: 
5; 7; 22; 26; 33; 
37; 52; 57; 62; 68. 

b. Motion pictures: 
Atomic Power 
One World or None 

c. Slide films: 
How to Live with the 

Atom. 
World Control of Atomic 

Energy. 
One World or None. 

2. Construction activities: 

Posters to show the need 
for international con- 
trol. 

CulminatIng Activities 

The culminating activities should bring together all 
of the information that the pupil has studied in the unit 
in a summary form, o one activity will be satisfactory 
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for every olas or every situation. The teacher will have 

to choose t1-e type of summary best suited to his particu- 

lar group. Some culminating activities that have been 

used with succea aro listed below. 

1. potion picture: Show one of the following filma 

to help review the basic concepts of the unit. 

Students, with the aid of the teacher, should 

attempt to draw satisfactory conclusions regard- 

Ing the importance of the use and cortrol of 

atomic energy in modern civilization. 

a. Atomic Power 

b. Atomic Energy 

o One World or None 

2. Slide films: Use the sanie procedure as for mo- 

tian pictures. Slide films that could be used 

aro: 

a. How to Live with the Atom 

b. World Control of Atomic Energy 

C. One World or None 

3. A student exhibit: This would consist of all of 

the construction activities worked on during a 

study of the unit presented as a display for 

other pupils in the school to observe. If an 

es:çoecially good xhjhit is prepared, it may be 

riven space in a local store window for the 



pupils parents and other intere8ted town people 

to see. One exhibit that was prepared by high 

schOol pupils le outlined in a later section. 

4. Assembly proram: Students organize and present 

an assembly program on atomic energy to show the 

need for a better understanding of the auboct. 

5. Panel discussion: Cooperate with the social 

science or English class to present a panel dis- 

cussion on one of the following subjects: 

a. Public va. private ownership of' atomic power 

plants. 

b. Current federal legislation on atomic onergy. 

e. International control of atomic energy. 

cl. Security through secrecy vs. security through 

achievement. 

6. Class movie: Have the class work out and film a 

motion picture similar to one they have seen on 

the subject or an original of their own. 

Measurement of Learning 

Much of' the material studied in this unit is factual, 

and the pupil's knowled;e of the facts can be measured by 

objective tests. The pupil should also be able to apply 

the facts he has learned to daily situations. His ability 

to do this can be determined either by essay typo 
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examinations or by problem-solving types of objective ex- 

aminations. One type of examination that has been used 

tests the pupil's ability to apply the knowledge he has 

ained to criticizing a sample magazine article written 

by the teacher. 

Tests are only one way of measuring, the pupil's 

achievement. His classroom activities and preparation 

are recorded on a progress report sheet, and he should be 

iven credit for special projects or research. His re- 

port on outside reading should be graded on delivery, ap- 

propriateness, and interest. His laboratory work should 

be graded for neatness, accuracy of observation and cor- 

rectness of conclusions. 

Materials for Instruction 

1. The school exhibit: purpose, to present the basic 

facts about atomic energy and the atomic bomb to pu- 

pils not registered in science classes. (This ex- 

hibit was prepared by the pupils of Central Hii 

School, Philade iphia , Pennsylvania ) 

a. A wall chart of an atom with its nucleus and 

shells formed the background for the exhibit. 

The nucleus was shown as black and white dots and 

the shells as different colored concentric bands. 



b. !ode1; a$ Lollows were arranged in a suitable 

manner in the showcase accompanied with cards 

telling what they represented: 

(2.) h7drogen atoiu. 

(2) nucleus of U-235. This was an aither'co3.oz'ed 
christmas treo ball filled with the appro-' 
priate number o± black and white beans to 
represent protons and neutrons. 

(3) nucleUs of U.23B. Similar to Us-235, but 
using a red ball. 

(4) dallar to model 2, but depicting radio- 
actit1. 

(5) ehowing U-235 being bombarded with neutrons. 

(6) representing the nuøleus oÍ U-239 as a blue 
ball similar to those above. 

(7) showing a broken blue ball with the contents 
scattered to represent fission. 

p second part of the exhibit was a model of an 

atomic bomb with an oxplanat ion of how it worked . ( For a 

complete description of the exhibit with all of the infor- 

mation contained on each card seo bib1ioaph7 reference 

1.) 

2. Visual Aids: 

Motion pictures: 

a. A Tale of Two Cities (20 minutes), Signal Corps 
Film Library, Presidio, San Francisco, Cali- 
fornia. 

This picture shows the destruction caused 
by the atomic bomba at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 



b. Operations Crossroads (27 minutes), Motion Picture 
Section, Office of Public Information, Navy De 
partment, Washington, D. C. 

This is a joint ArmyNavy Task Force film on 
the Bikini experiments. It is in color with sound 
and shows dramatically all of the information that 
has been released on the bomb tests. 

C. Atomic Power (17 minutes), The March of Timo, 369 
Lexington Avenue, New York City. 

The story of atomic power from Einstein to 
the atomic bomb is told. It shows the actual 
scientists at work and concludes with an appeal 
for control of atomic power. 

d. Atomic Energy (10 minutes), Encyclopedia itan 
mica Filme, Inc., 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 
Illinois. 

This film describes in graphic animations 
how nuclear synthesis, fission, and the 
chain reaction aro accomplished. 

e. One World or None (9 minutes), Filin Pblishera, 
Inc., 25 Broad Street, New York 4, New York. 

The destructivo power of the atomic bomb is 
stressed in this filin, and a strong appeal for 
social and political action to insure that atomic 
knowledge will not be used in the future for 
destructive purposes is voiced. 

Slide Films: 

a. How to Live with the Atom, National Connnittee on 
Atomic Information, 1749 L. Street N. W., 
Washington, D. C. 

b. World Control of Atomic Energy; saine source. 

C. One World or None; same source as motion picture. 



Experiment I - Counting Atoms 

This is a group experiment to be carried 
out over a period of a week or more. 

Objective of the experiment: To determine the approximate 
number ot atoms in a 4ven amount of material. 

Method of procedure: When a radioactive element disinte'. 
gratos, it ejects charged particles that can be de- 
tected. If these charged particles are alpha rays, 
they will cause a flash to appear on a zinc sulfide 
screen each time a particle is ejected. Since each 
flash represents the death of the original atom, it 
18 possible to count the rate at which the atoms of 
the material are used up. From these data, the ap 
proximate number of atoms of the radioactive element 
present in the oriinsl sample can be obtained. For 
this experiment polonium is used. 

Directions: 

(1) Dissolve one milligram of' polonium in a drop 
of nitric acid. Dilute the solution to 50 ml. 
and pour off all except 5 ml. of the diluted 
solution, Ain dilute this sample to 50 ml. 
and pour off all but 5 mi. Repeat this process 
untfl. a 5 ml. portion of the solution contains 

gsme of polonium. Make a record of your 
data as follows: 

original sample is lO grams of Po. 
5 ml. of Ist; dilution contains LO grams 
5 ml. of 2nd dilution contains 10 pama 
5 ml. or 3rd dilution contains 3.0 crams 

4th 10 grame 
5th 10 grams 
6th 10 grams 
r lo grams 
8th 10 grams 
9th 10 grams 
10th 10 grams 
11th lo grams 

(2) Mix about 10 milligram of finely divided zinc 
sulfide with enough ditil1d water to form a 
thin paste. Spread this paste on a glass 
plate to form a reasonably uniform layer on a 



spot about the size of a dime. Do not make the 
spot too large, as it will be difficult to con- 
centrate on a large area when countin:: the 
flashes. Add 5 ml. of the final polonium solu- 
tion to the spot of zinc sulfide. This solution 
must be added a drop at a time, lotting each drop 
dry before putting on the next drop to prevent 
spreading the zinc sulfide over a larger area. 

When the required 5 ml. of solution has been 
added, the glass plato is taken into the darkroom. It 
is necessary to bave as r'early absolute dar1iess as 
possible in this part of the experiment in order to 
see the flashes on the zinc sulfide screen. Placa 
the screen under a hand magnifier or low-powered 
microscope with the entire acreen in f ocus. Tiny 
flashes should then be visible on the screen. They 
will probably be irregular, with several appearing at 
almost the same instant and then several seconda pas- 
sing, before another flash appears. 

Count the flashes that appear during 5 one-minute 
intervals. Rest your eyes between each period of 
counting. Record your observations in the following 
table: 

No. of Flashes 

Ist minute 
2nd minute Total1 
3rd minute Times 12 
4th minute Total 
5th minute _____________ flashes per (A) 
Total1 hour 

After the class has completed this part of the 
experiment, put the screen aside for one week and 
again count the number of flashes as above. 

No. of Flashes at Id of 7 Days 

ist minute 
2nd minute 
3rd minute 
4th minute 
5th minute 

Total flashes 
per hour at end 
of one week 

Total2 - ----- (B) 



The number of atoms used up in one week would be 
equal to the total flashes per hour in the original 
count Ing t lines 24 time s 7. 

This caused a drop In the number of flashes per 
hour equal to the original total minus the total 
flashes per hour at the end of one week. 

(Total A - Total B) 
The rate of drop Is equal to 

'Potal A 

The total number of polonium atoms In the 
original sample would be equal to the total flashes 
per week times the reciprocal of the rate of drop. 
The number of atoms of polonium per gram of the 
original material would be found by multiplying 
this figure by 1014. 

Total flashes per week 
Times the reciprocal rate 

Equals number of atoms of polonium in 
samples used 

Times io14 

qua1s atoms of polo- 
nium in one 
gram of orig- 
inal 8ample 

If a fresh sample of polonium is used, and the 
experiment is conducted in an accurate fashion, the 
total number of atoms in a gram of the original 
material should be about 2.87 i 1021. 
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Experiment II - Charged Particles 

objectiva of the experiment: To study the nature of the 
particles emitted by a sample of polonium. 

Method of' procedure: Three properties of the particles 
will be studied; namely, their rane or distance they 
will travel in air, kinds of paths taken in air, and 
the effect of a magnetic field on the particles. 

t \- ff 
J- 

' 
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o' 

( \ 
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Fir;. 2 

Directions: Prepare a screen by spreading a thin layer 
of zinc sulfide on one sido of' a piece of glass about 
two inchas square. Dip the end of a needle into a 
small quantity of' polonium so that some of the ma- 
terial adheres to the point of the needle. Fasten the 
zinc sulfide screen and the needle to separate blocks 
as shown in Fi;ure 1. 13e sure that the point of the 
needle is about even with the center of the screen, 
but do not touch the end of the needle to the screen. 
Bring the tip of the needle to within one-half inch 
of the screen and focus the maifier on the center 
of the screen. Darken the room arid observe the 
flashes throuç,h the magnifier. Report what you ob- 
serve in the space below. 

(The student should report many flashes near the 
center of the screen, with an occasional flash sorno 
distance from the center.) 

Slowly move the block holding the polonium sample 
away from the screen and stop when the flashes no 
lon:er appear on the screen. Measure the distance 
from the point of' the needle to the screen and report 
this distance below. 
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The flashes on the zinc sulfide screen are caused 
by alpha rays that can travel about (1.5) inches in 
air. 

Move the point of the needle until it is one and 
one-fourth inches from the center of the screen. Make 
a small hole in the center of a piece of cardboard and 
place the hole in line with and half way between the 
point of the needle and the center of the screen as 
shown in Fii,ure 2. Darken the room and observe where 
the particles strike the screen. 

Do most or all of them strike the screen at the 
saine spot? 

Answer: (Most) 

How would you account for this fact? 

Answer: (Most of the particles travel in 
strai:ht linee, but a few are deflected 
by atoms in the air.) 

Without changing the arranement of the apparatus 
used in the previous section, bring the space between 
the poles of a powerful ma:net in line with the point 
of the needle and the cardboard. The particles should 
now be traveling throu b a strong manetic field. 
Observo the point on the zinc sulfide screen where 
the particles are strikin. Does it move when the 
magnet is moved? Why? 

Answer: (Yes, because the alpha particles are 
charged particles and charged par- 
tides are deflected by a magnetic 
field.) 

Write a short paragraph telling what you have 
learned about the rays iven off by poloniwn. 

Answer: (Polonium sends out charged particles 
that produce flashes on a zinc sul- 
fido screen. These particles travel 
about 1fr inches in air and most of 
them travel in straiht lines.) 
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Experiment III The Wilson Cloud Chamber 

NOTE: This experiment will vary with the type of cloud 
chamber used. Follow the directions that came 
with your instrument. 

Objective of the experiment: To study the paths of charged 
particles. 

i"ethod of procedure: A cloud chamber is, briefly, a class 
bowl partly filled with water and provided with some 
means of suddenly expanding the air in the chamber. 
Suddon expansion cools the air causing it to become 
supersaturated Charged particles traveling, throu.th 
this supersaturated air leave fog trails behind. 

Directions: The cloud chamber should be set up according 
to the directions that came with the instrument. A 
strong beam of light is focused on the air in the cloud 
chamber in such a way that it is not reflected back at 
the observer. Darken the room and allow the air above 
the water to expand several times to clear lt of dust 
particles. 

Compress the air and hold it for a few seconds to 
allow the air within the chamber to return to room 
temperature. Let the air expand rapidly and watch the 
section close to the radioactive material for signs 
of cloud tracks. These tracks will remain for only a 
very brief tlme therefore, close observation is 
necessary. 

If poslble change the source of radiation and re- 
peat the experiment. Note any differences in the cloud 
tracks. Make two drawings below to show what you ob- 
served in the cloud chamber. 

Drawing # i Drawing # 2 
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Study the pictures of cloud chamber experiments 
that can be found in books aridi magazines and note 
the different kinds of paths. Observo particularly 
that some of the particles are deflected by striking 
the nuclei of atoms in the air. How does this ex- 

plain the fact that some of the alpha particles in 
experiment 2 struck the screen at some distance 
form the center? 
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